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Overview 
 

Advanced Listening is the award-winning capstone course of DynEd’s comprehensive series of ESL/EFL 
courseware.  Advanced Listening has been designed to help students understand authentic English at the 
highest and most complex levels.  This Instructor’s Manual will assist you in making the most of the 
program and its accompanying resources.  We promise that the hour or so it will take you to go through it 
will be a worthwhile investment in the success and enjoyment of your class. 
 
 
Placement Level 
Advanced Listening is best suited for students whose abilities measure in the range of 480-600 on the TOEFL 
(157-250 on the computer-based TOEFL) or 700-950 on the TOEIC.  Of course, these ranges are 
approximate, and, depending on the particular strengths and weaknesses of the student and the nature of the 
instructional environment, should be regarded from an appropriately flexible and holistic perspective. 
 
 
Combining Classroom and Directed Study 
 
Advanced Listening can be used successfully in a wide variety of situations, including those with extensive 
classroom/teacher support as well as self-study scenarios where students seldom see a teacher or participate 
in a classroom environment. 
 
In general, students need the direction and support of a teacher.  A classroom provides important 
opportunities to extend and reinforce the language provided in the courseware.  It also allows students to 
discuss strategies for effective listening, make oral presentations, and participate in group and pair work.  
These kinds of activities are important in language learning and help motivate students to continue on a 
regular basis.   Few students studying on their own are able to make significant progress, and most don’t 
know how to use their time most effectively when studying a language.  Just as for a music student or an 
athlete, some kind of coaching is necessary.   
 
Another important point is that language study must be frequent and intensive to show results.  The 
combination of classroom study with directed self-study organized around a well-designed syllabus provides 
a most powerful and effective approach. 
 
In an intensive program, students meet in a classroom situation several times a week and use the courseware 
for four or more hours per week, usually in sessions of 25-50 minutes at a time.  In less intensive programs, a 
student might attend a class just once a week, or every other week, and use the courseware for an additional 3 
or 4 hours per week.  In both cases, classroom work and courseware should be coordinated so that a student’s 
practice relates directly to classroom activities.  Suggestions about how to do this for each lecture are 
included throughout this manual. 
 
For students who are expected to work on their own, with little teacher or class contact, progress will be 
much slower.  However, for motivated students, this program will provide them with the best chance to 
improve their listening and note-taking skills and build their vocabulary in a reasonable amount of time, 
provided they study on a regular basis. 
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General Classroom Guidelines 
 
When used as the core material for a class, teachers may present and discuss portions of each lecture in class 
through use of a large monitor, and follow this up with pair practice, role-plays, and oral or written 
assignments that personalize and extend the material.  Ideally, students should then work on each lecture 
individually, with frequent study sessions that encompass all three sections of the program: Presentation, 
Interactive Listening, and Language Skills.  Furthermore, students should carefully read the Listening 
Strategy Guide, which can be accessed by clicking the button labeled “Listening Strategy Guide” on the main 
menu screen of the program.  This guide can also be accessed through the Documents folder within the Help 
pull-down menu.  Frequent review and classroom reinforcement of this guide is essential for students’ 
successful assimilation of the covered skills. 
 
In self-access learning centers, or when students need to use the courses in a self-study mode, it is important 
to provide both initial and periodic orientation to the students about how best to use this program, in 
particular stressing the importance of listening strategies, repetition, and written and oral follow-up.  In 
addition, regular assignments and mastery-tests should be given to keep students focused and motivated.  
Whenever possible, students should meet with a teacher or in small groups so that they can make oral 
presentations or participate in discussions, debates, or role-plays.  Written assignments are also useful in 
extending the language and building vocabulary. 
 
Regardless of whether students are in a self-study or classroom situation, they should be encouraged to go 
through each lecture as many times as necessary to feel comfortable with the language and material therein.  
In fact, it will take multiple journeys through the program for students to be exposed to all the questions and 
language foci available to them.  Repetition is key to development! 
 
DynEd’s record-keeping program tracks student progress and details what lessons have been studied, for how 
long, and in what detail.  It is important that these records be reviewed by the teacher to determine how 
thoroughly the students are going through each lesson, and with what rate of success.  
 
 
Directed Self-Study Guidelines 
 
As suggested, effective and frequent practice is the key to language acquisition.  Short, frequent sessions are 
generally more effective than infrequent sessions, however long, because of fatigue and other factors that 
lead to inattention, boredom and a passive state of mind.  The greater the frequency, the less total time is 
required to move from one language level to another.  Ideally, students should work with this program five or 
more times per week in 25-50 minute sessions each day.   The key point is to stay focused so that the 
learner’s mind is alert and involved. 
 
Students should try not to rely on text support as they go through the program.   Once the text is displayed, 
the listening process is completely changed.  It is therefore essential that students not use the text support 
button until they have tried several times to listen to a given segment. 
 
Students may be assigned the lectures in any order you choose.  For example, it doesn’t matter if you begin 
with How to Give a Lecture or with The History of Slavery.  However, we recommend that within any given 
lecture students progress through the chronological parts in order, beginning with Part 1.  Also, within each 
lecture part, students should always begin with the Presentation section; it is the “orientation” section for 
each lecture part. 
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After a student has completed the Presentation section within a lecture part, there are several different ways 
to proceed.  We recommend that students try the following progression first: Interactive Listening, 
Vocabulary and Idioms, Pronoun Reference, Grammar Review.  However, if a student consistently has 
trouble with a certain section, such as Vocabulary and Idioms, it might help to do this section last. This will 
give the student more practice with the language of the lecture before he/she attempts the troublesome 
section.  Also, completing the Presentation section two or three times before moving on to the other sections 
will give students a greater opportunity to take more thorough notes and to orient themselves to the new 
material and language.  
 
Finally, students (and teachers) will benefit greatly from the various resources located in the pull-down 
menus of the program.  Students should investigate all of them, with particular emphasis on the material in 
the “Study Tips (Student),” “This Lesson” and “General” folders, as well as the very important Listening 
Strategy Guide.   
 
 
Classroom Preparation, Reinforcement, and Follow-up 
 
Before assigning lessons for self-study, it is useful to prepare students with pre-listening activities, or, even 
better, to have students prepare themselves for the upcoming listening assignment.   The Listening Strategy 
Guide outlines this approach in detail; the section “Teaching the Listening Strategies” in this manual 
provides additional support.   
 
As the students move through Lecture 4, gradually discuss and work with students on all seven topics in the 
Listening Strategy Guide.  There is a set of exercises in the appendix of the Guide to help with this initiation.  
The strategies covered in the Guide will give students a framework with which to approach listening and 
develop specific listening skills.   
 
Also, as students finish parts of each lecture, it is important to review.  For example, students should be able 
to ask and answer general comprehension questions about the content, discuss new vocabulary, and write 
short written summaries based on their lecture notes. When students complete a lecture, the next step is for 
them to apply the content and language they have learned.  Follow-up tasks and assignments may be oral or 
written and are extremely important for the active involvement of the students and for the overall success of 
the course.  These tasks may involve the whole class, small groups, pairs or individual students, depending 
upon the classroom situation and the level and needs of the students.  For instance, students can take the 
lecture quizzes included in this manual to test their note-taking effectiveness and general comprehension, 
they can engage in group discussions or debates, or they can write paragraphs or essays which expand on the 
themes of the lectures.  See “Suggestions for Multi-Skill Expansion” in this manual. 
 
 
Using the Software 
 
DynEd’s courseware has been designed for ease of use.  Nevertheless, before students begin to study on their 
own, it is important to introduce the basic functions of the program and to give suggestions about how best to 
study.  For additional information, including how to install and start the course, please consult the User’s 
Guide. 
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The DynEd Control Bar 
The Control Bar is always active on screen when students are using a DynEd course and allows students to 
use comprehension aids and study tools at any time.  The Control Bar displays the following buttons: 
 

Click on the Exit button to exit a lesson or to return to a menu at any time. 
 

Click on the Pause button to pause the program at any time.  When the program is 
paused, this button becomes the Play button.  To take the program off pause, click 
on the Play button. 

 
Click on the Repeat button to hear a sentence repeated.  Students should be encouraged to 
listen several times to each sentence and to speak along with the program.  Since clicking on 
the Repeat button automatically pauses the program, students can give themselves more time 
to answer a question by using the Repeat button.  To take the program off pause, click on the 
flashing Play button.  

 
Click on the ABC button to see the written text of each sentence.  Generally, students should 
bring up the text only when they are having difficulty understanding what is said or if they 
wish to study the vocabulary or grammar of the sentence.  Please note that in some sections, 
such as the Presentation section, the ABC button is disabled. 
  

 
Click on the Rewind button to go back in the program one frame at a time, for example to hear a 
previous sentence. 
 
The Fast-Forward button allows students to move ahead in the program one frame at a time.  
When it is used, the text is displayed for each sentence.  Please note that students may not fast-
forward through an exercise or comprehension question.  The program will pause until the 
question is answered. 

 

 

Pull Down Menus 
The DynEd pull-down menus – File, Options, and Help – are at the top of your screen.  The File menu 
provides contact information about DynEd and Language Arts Enterprises, the developers of this course.  
The Options pull-down menu allows you to see Student Records, to change Level Settings (volume and 
pause length) and to Show Text.  The Help pull-down menus provide access to Documentation (the Listening 
Strategy Guide, the User’s Guide, and other documents) and to Help screens, which provide instructions for 
how to do each lesson. 
 
Student Records 
The Student Records indicate the total amount of time a student has spent in each lesson, the completion 
percentage, scores, and shuffler levels for each study session.  The Student Records are stored either on the 
hard drive or on the network.  When students use the program, they should remember to log in so that their 
records are kept.  Teachers can access the Student Records through the Records Manager. 
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Levels 
This allows the user to set or view the levels of the following controls: 
 
Volume:  The Volume settings enable the user to control the volume of the audio. 
 
Pause Length:  The language of the courseware is authentic language spoken at a typically brisk pace.  In the 
Interactive Listening section, however, short pauses have been added every fifteen seconds or so; this allows 
students to “catch their breath” amid the quick flow of information.  Students can, however, adjust the length 
of the pauses.  A longer pause gives students more time to process the ideas they have just heard.  A shorter 
pause provides more of a listening challenge. 
 
 
Show Text On/Off 
In the normal mode, the written text is not visible on screen unless the student presses the ABC button for 
each sentence.  The Text On feature, however, causes the text to be displayed automatically for every 
sentence, except in the Presentation section, where the Text feature is disabled. 
 
Help Screens 
The Help screens can be accessed through the Help pull-down menu at the top of the screen.   
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Annotated Sample Semester Plan (15 Weeks)  
for Advanced Listening, Disc 2  

 
Before the Class Begins  
Familiarize yourself with the program.  Spend some time getting to know the Presentation, Interactive 
Listening, and Language Skills exercises.  Read through the help menus and attached documents, as well as 
the Listening Strategy Guide and the Instructor’s Manual.  This initial tour of the material is a crucial 
preparatory step for a smooth and successful implementation of the program. 
 
 

Week The Lectures 
 

Teaching the 
Listening Strategies 

 

Quizzes Homework/Lab 
Assignments 

1 Go over Part 1 of Lecture 4, How to Give 
a Lecture, together with your students.  
You can do this either in your classroom 
(if you have a computer and large monitor 
or projector) or in the lab.  Take students 
through the mechanics of all the different 
exercises, and point out the various help 
menus and documents.   Finally, suggest 
that students return to Part 1 of Lecture 4 
on their own to finish any remaining 
sections and perhaps do some sections 
again; remind them that many of the 
questions will be different as they go 
through the program additional times. 
 

Pass out The Good Listener’s 
Checklist found in “Teaching the 
Listening Strategies” on page 19 
in the Instructor’s Manual.  
Discuss each item in the 
checklist.  Encourage the 
students to review the checklist 
every couple weeks to remind 
themselves of the listening 
strategies and skills which they 
are trying to transform from 
concepts into habits. 
 
In class, discuss Topic 1 (pre-
listening strategies) from the 
Listening Strategy Guide.   See 
“Teaching the Listening 
Strategies” in the Instructor’s 
Manual, starting on page 10, for 
specific suggestions and 
activities related to this topic. 
 

None For week two, assign students 
Lecture 4, parts 2-3, and have them 
read Topic 2 in the Listening 
Strategy Guide.  (Tip: Have 
students summarize one or two of 
the main points from each topic in 
the Listening Strategy Guide, or 
announce a quiz which will ask 
students to do the same).  Remind 
students they should expect a 
vocabulary quiz based on the terms 
in the Vocabulary and Idioms 
sections of Lecture 4, parts 1-3.  
(Giving students a vocabulary list 
in advance is often helpful.  See 
page 35 of the Instructor’s 
Manual.) 
 

2 Discuss parts 2-3 from Lecture 4, How to 
Give a Lecture.  Go over answers as 
necessary.  Expand on themes and 
vocabulary using activities from 
“Suggestions for Multi-Skill Expansion” 
in the Instructor’s Manual, page 21.  
Engage students in class/group discussion, 
and journal and summary writing as 
appropriate.  Toward the end of the 
lecture, research papers, presentations, and 
other more substantive expansion 
assignments become more viable. 
 

Discuss topic 2 from the 
Listening Strategy Guide and go 
over the corresponding exercises 
in the appendix.  See “Teaching 
the Listening Strategies” in the 
Instructor’s Manual, starting on 
page 10, for specific suggestions 
and activities related to this 
topic. 
 

Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 4, 
parts 1-3.  (Page 
38 of the 
Instructor’s 
Manual.) 

Assign students parts 4-5 of 
Lecture 4, and topics 3 and 4 from 
the Listening Strategy Guide. 
 
(Give writing/reading/presentation 
assignments as appropriate for your 
class.) 
 

3 Discuss parts 4-5 of Lecture 4, How to 
Give a Lecture.  Expand on themes and 
vocabulary as appropriate for your class 
situation. 
 

Discuss topics 3-4 from the 
Listening Strategy Guide and go 
over the corresponding exercises 
in the appendix.    
 

None  Assign students parts 6-8 of 
Lecture 4, and topic 5 from the 
Listening Strategy Guide. 

4 Discuss parts 6-8 of Lecture 4, How to 
Give a Lecture.   

Discuss topic 5 from the 
Listening Strategy Guide and go 
over the corresponding exercises 
in the appendix.     

Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 4 , 
parts 4-6. 
 

Assign students parts 9-10 of 
Lecture 4, and topic 6 from the 
Listening Strategy Guide.   
 

5 Discuss parts 9-10 of Lecture 4, How to 
Give a Lecture.   

Discuss topic 6 from the 
Listening Strategy Guide and go 
over the corresponding exercises 
in the appendix.   

Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 4, 
parts 7-9. 

Assign students parts 11-12 of 
Lecture 4 and topic 7 from the 
Listening Strategy Guide.   
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6 Discuss parts 11-12 of Lecture 4, How 
to Give a Lecture.   

Discuss topic 7 from the Listening 
Strategy Guide and go over the 
corresponding exercises in the 
appendix.   
 

Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 4, 
parts 10-12. 

Assign students parts 13-14 of 
Lecture 4. 

7 Discuss parts 13-14 of Lecture 4, How 
to Give a Lecture.   
 
 

Review all seven listening topics 
and pinpoint which strategies may 
be most helpful for the class and 
for particular students.   

Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 4, 
parts 13-14. 

Tell students to prepare for a 
comprehensive quiz on Lecture 4. 
(For more details, see the 
instructions for these quizzes in the 
Instructor’s Manual).  Also, if you 
have not done so by now, consider 
giving other substantive 
assignments as appropriate (e.g., 
presentations, writing assignments, 
etc.).  See “Suggestions for Multi-
Skill Expansion” in the 
Instructor’s Manual for a list of 
possibilities. 

8 Review major themes of Lecture 4, and 
have students try to predict what may be 
asked on the quiz. 
 
Culminate other assignments pertaining 
to Lecture 4. 

REMINDER:  Revisit the listening 
strategies as often as you can to 
continue to develop successful 
listening habits in your students.  
For example, make sure students 
use pre-listening strategies prior to 
beginning Lecture 5.  Similarly, as 
opportunities present themselves, 
go back to listening strategy 
expansion exercises which you may 
not yet have had time to include.  
Also, remember that many specific 
illustrations noted in the Listening 
Strategy Guide and in the 
“Teaching the Listening Strategies” 
section in the Instructor’s Manual 
come from lectures 5 and 6. 
Finally, keep in mind that note-
taking practice activities can never 
be overdone! 

Give content quiz 
for Lecture 4.  
(You may wish to 
permit students to 
take the quiz in 
open-note fashion 
and/or in pairs.  
The quiz can also 
be given as a take-
home assignment.) 

Assign students Lecture 5, parts 1-
3, for week 9. 

9 Discuss parts 1-3 of Lecture 5, The 
History of Slavery.   

 Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 5, 
parts 1-3. 
 

Assign students parts 4-6 of 
Lecture 5. 

10 Discuss parts 4-6 of Lecture 5, The 
History of Slavery.   

 Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 5, 
parts 4-6. 
 

Assign students parts 7-8 of 
Lecture 5. 

11 Discuss parts 7-8 of Lecture 5, The 
History of Slavery.   

 Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 5, 
parts 7-8. 
 

Tell students to prepare for the 
content quiz for Lecture 5, and 
assign additional expansion tasks as 
appropriate. 

12 Review Lecture 5.   
 
Culminate other assignments pertaining 
to Lecture 5. 
 

Do pre-listening exercises (as 
described in the Listening Strategy 
Guide) for Lecture 6, The Geology 
of Volcanoes. 

Give content quiz 
for Lecture 5.   

Assign students Lecture 6, parts 1-
2, for week 13. 

13 Discuss parts 1-2 of Lecture 6, The 
Geology of Volcanoes.   

 Give Vocabulary 
and Idioms Quiz 
for Lecture 6, 
parts 1-2. 
 

For week 14, tell students to 
prepare for the content quiz for 
Lecture 5, and assign additional 
expansion tasks as appropriate. 
 

14 Review Lecture 6.   
 
Culminate other assignments pertaining 
to Lecture 6. 

 Give content quiz 
for Lecture 6.   

 

15 Use this week to complete any remaining 
material, assignments, tests, etc. 

Review The Good Listener’s 
Checklist one last time and remind 
students to continue thinking about 
and working on these habits.  
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Teaching the Listening Strategies 
 
 
The listening strategies outlined in the Listening Strategy Guide teach students how to develop effective 
listening skills.  This strategy component is a critical part of this course, and the reading and discussion of the 
Listening Strategy Guide should receive the highest priority in your curriculum.  I recommend that teachers 
assign students to read one or two (out of the seven) listening topics per week during the early part of the 
course. Students can even print out the entire Listening Strategy Guide and study it at home with a dictionary 
and highlighter at hand.   
 
The notes that follow are to help you, the teacher, discuss and reinforce these strategies in your classroom.  
Before reading on, make sure you have first familiarized yourself with the Listening Strategy Guide.   
 
 
Listening Topic 1: Pre-Listening Strategies 
 
The pre-listening strategies discussed in the Guide are designed to teach students to predict and prepare 
autonomously for challenging listening topics, or, in other words, to activate and expand their own 
background knowledge.  With this type of pre-listening preparation, students are in a much better position to 
understand high-level discourse, discriminate main ideas from details, and make inferences.  Here are three 
suggestions for discussing and practicing these strategies in class. 
 
1. For this listening topic and all others, remind students to take advantage of the practice exercises 

in the Listening Strategy Guide appendix.  Exercises specific to developing pre-listening strategies 
accompany parts 1, 2, 3, and 6 of Lecture 4.  You can have students do these exercises outside of class or 
as part of in-class pair or group activities such as those described below. 

 
2. Before students have a chance to read through Listening Topic 1 themselves, you may want to present 

the skills yourself to your class.  For example, explain to your students how to develop prediction 
questions based on the process outlined in the Guide.  Then, using the title of Lecture 4, How to Give a 
Lecture, have students develop lists of questions.  This is a great group exercise, but can be done as a 
class as well.  If done in groups, have each group write its questions on the board after five or ten 
minutes.    Finally, compare the questions on the board with those supplied in the Guide, and discuss 
whether the class considered the topic from as many angles as possible.  You may repeat the same 
process described above for the skill of developing a pre-listening vocabulary list.  If you wish, you can 
turn this exercise into a competition, giving points or prizes to groups which come up with the most 
vocabulary/themes found in Professor Kennedy’s outline of his main points (Part 1).   

 
For subsequent lectures in Advanced Listening, have students go through this process alone or in groups.  
Collect or check their work as necessary. 

 
Note: When you begin teaching these prediction strategies, group work is particularly effective since 
students who have shallow background knowledge of a particular topic can benefit from those whose 
knowledge is broader.  Also, working in a group is likely to diversify an individual student’s approaches 
to predicting themes and terms.  Similarly, when discussing prediction in groups or as a class, it is just as 
important to discuss how one arrived at particular predictions as it is to note the predicted themes and 
terms themselves.  Finally, it is important to convey to students that these prediction strategies should be 
approached with an uninhibited attitude.  Guessing is good, and hypotheses can be modified or discarded 
as students listen.  Nothing bad happens if guesses are wrong or if predicted vocabulary is not found in 
the lecture.   
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3. For a class (or a student) that is having some trouble with the level of this course, you may want to assign 
readings which precede their work on each lecture.  This will lower the level of the listening tasks 
dramatically, but be prepared to spend significant class time reviewing the readings you assign.  See 
“Suggestions for Multi-Skill Expansion” for specific information on related readings.   

 
 
Listening Topic 2:  Identifying Main Ideas  
 
Identifying the main ideas of lectures and other forms of oral discourse is a crucial listening skill.  Students 
must both comprehend the centerpiece points of that discourse and be able to discriminate them from lesser 
points and tangential comments.  Preparing effectively using pre-listening strategies is the first important step 
toward increasing students’ chances of success.  The questions they form during this pre-listening process 
often lead to the main ideas of the lecture and will help students discriminate main ideas from smaller details 
and other non-central information. 
 
The Listening Strategy Guide outlines four additional strategies for identifying main ideas.  The first strategy 
discusses the importance of discourse markers through which speakers signpost the main ideas or purposes of 
their remarks.  You can reinforce this strategy by asking students to identify the words with which each 
lecturer marks the main purpose of his or her lecture.  In Part 1 of Lecture 4, for example, Professor Kennedy 
establishes his purpose by saying “My purpose here today is quite simple.  I intend to….”  Lecture 5 gives us 
a good example of a statement of purpose coming at the end of a lengthy introduction.  In that lecture, 
Professor Morris ends Part 2 by saying “Ancient historians have been very active in talking about slavery in 
general historical terms, and that’s kind of what I want to do today.”  Here, recognizing the discourse marker 
will help students pull the main idea out of a sea of complex introductory comments.  Finally, in Lecture 6, 
Professor Mahood begins very clearly with an introduction loaded with discourse markers:  
 

I’m pleased to be here today to actually get to talk about my scientific love, which is volcanoes, 
rather than university administrative things.  And let me just start with kind of setting the stage for 
what controls volcanic hazards in the United States.  I’m going to talk about volcanic hazards in 
general, but especially I’m going to focus on those that are in the United States because you’re 
more likely to run across the volcanoes there. 

 
The second strategy highlights the importance of rhetorical questions, both as a speaker’s means to mark 
central questions during his/her introduction, and as a means to move from one main point to another during 
the lecture.  To reinforce and exemplify this strategy, you can ask what rhetorical question does the professor 
use to convey the main idea of Lecture 4, Part 2 (Answer: “What is the occasion?”)  Also, you can ask 
students to identify the importance of rhetorical questions in the following lecture parts:   
    
Lecture 4 Answers 
  Part 8   Rhetorical question introduces an explanation of having an “empathic  

relationship” with one’s audience.  
  Part 11 Rhetorical question introduces an explanation of why reading a printed quote  

changes the tone of a presentation. 
  Part 12 Rhetorical question introduces the explanation of the professor’s “accordion”  

metaphor. 
  Part 13 Rhetorical question introduces the explanation of why repetition is good in  

lectures. 
 
Lecture 5  
  Part 1  Rhetorical questions introduce points about the historical difficulty of 

understanding a society far different from your own, and about the possible  
explanations for slave owners’ attitudes toward slaves and slavery. 
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  Part 5  Rhetorical question introduces the explanation of how slavery developed on a massive   
scale.  

  Part 6  Rhetorical questions introduce the explanation of what makes slavery a thinkable  
thing to do. 

  Part 8  Rhetorical question introduces the explanation of how Nazi functionaries were  
able to live normal lives amidst the atrocities. 

 
 
You can further increase students’ awareness of rhetorical questions by assigning a presentation in which 
students must use at least two or three rhetorical questions to move from point to point. 
 
The third strategy suggests paying careful attention to pace.  That is, when a speaker is trying to relay a 
central point, he/she is apt to speak more slowly and with more emphasis.  It is also important for students to 
understand that if they miss something while a speaker is talking very quickly, it’s probably not worth 
getting terribly stressed about, since it is unlikely to be the conceptual cornerstone of the message.  A clear 
example you can show students is in the second half of Part 3 in Lecture 4.  First, ask students to read along 
with the transcript as the professor talks, and try to identify the two sentences which are spoken more slowly 
than the rest; then discuss the importance of those sentences relative to the others.  Most students, after 
listening to the segment once or twice, should be able to identify the following underlined sentences in this 
passage as being spoken more slowly than others: 
 

Next item is language.  A formal presentation, such as a stand-up lecture like this one, calls, 
I think, for precise and more-or-less formal speech.  It’s not the occasion, by and large, for 
slang, except used judiciously.  And, for most of us, an occasion like this is not an 
appropriate platform to try to achieve flights of Churchillian rhetoric.  Few of us are 
genetically capable of that.  In any case,… and to make the effort usually falls…the effort 
usually falls flat on its face.   

 
The most important thing about language to remember when you’re lecturing is to keep in 
mind that you are giving a speech, not creating a written document.  You are trying to 
conduct, you might say –  although there’s a certain one-way character to a lecture, to be 
sure – you’re trying to hold up your end, you might say, of an intelligent conversation.  So 
the ideal, I think, is to strive for a conversational tone. 
   

You can further break down the underlined sentences as follows, with the underlined phrases being the 
slowest: 

A formal presentation, such as a stand-up lecture like this one, calls, I think, for  
precise and more-or-less formal speech. 
 
The most important thing about language to remember when you’re lecturing is to keep in 
mind that you are giving a speech, not creating a written document. 

 
An excellent alternative approach to the above exercise is to give students the transcript to this section before 
they listen and have them predict which two sentences will be spoken at a slower pace.  Then, show the 
video and have students check their answers.   
 
The last strategy covered in Listening Topic 2 deals with the significance of visual clues. Here is a fun 
“jigsaw” exercise which illustrates the importance of this set of strategies.  Have one group of students watch 
the first half (about 1½  minutes) of Lecture 6, Part 2, with the sound turned off, and have another group of 
students listen to the same segment without being able to see the video.  (For this to work properly, this must 
be students’ first exposure to this segment.) Students should take notes.  You may want to let the students 
listen to/watch the segment two or three times, depending on the level of the class.  Finally, divide the class 
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into pairs comprised of one person each from the above groups. Give them the following questions (the 
answers are in parentheses).  The quiz can only be completed correctly if the students pool their knowledge. 
 
1. What are the four rock types that the professor wants us to know?  (rhyolite, dacite, andesite, and basalt) 
2. What percent of rhyolite is composed of silica?  (50%) 
3. Which rock type is most fertile for plants?  Which is the least fertile?  (basalt, rhyolite) 
4. What are the eruption temperatures of rhyolite and basalt?  (750°C, 1100°C) 
5. Which type of lava flows like toothpaste?  (rhyolite)   
 
As the above mixture of questions suggests, this strategy of paying attention to visual clues is as equally 
applicable to the details of a lecture as it is to the main ideas. 
 
Although body language is another type of visual clue to which students should pay close attention, it is not 
discussed in this manual until Listening Topic 6: Guessing Vocabulary from Context.  Still, it would be 
perfectly fine to treat aspects of body language together with the points here in Listening Topic 2. 
 
 
 
Listening Topic 3:  Note Taking 
 
Most students understand that good note-taking skills are critical for success in academics and practically 
every professional field.  The Listening Strategy Guide stresses four core elements necessary to achieve 
maximum efficiency: students must 1) take notes in English, 2) take notes quickly, only writing key words 
and using shorthand when possible, 3) use a clear system of organization, and 4) record points accurately.   
Discuss each with the class, and, in the case of note-taking shorthand, see if you can prompt your students to 
add to the list of symbols found in the Guide. 
 
To review and practice these elements in class at the micro-level, you can use the following note-taking 
exercise.  Read the passages below and have students take notes.  Tell them that you will move fairly quickly 
from one passage to the next, so they must utilize strategies for efficient note taking to be successful.  After 
you finish reading, have one or two students write their notes on the board for each passage.  Discuss the 
notes, asking the class what worked well and where improvement can be made. 
 
1. The average time it takes for sunlight to travel from the sun to earth is 492 seconds, which is a little over 

eight minutes. 
2. Turtles live about 25% longer than elephants. 
3. The average cost of a university education has increased by approximately 35% over the past 5 years. 
4. Syntax refers to the sequence in which words are put together to form sentences.  In English, for 

example, the usual order is subject-verb-object.   
5. The word Bilateralism refers to trade dealings between two countries.  Bilateral agreements often create 

special terms for specific products traded between two countries. 
6. The phrase “Captains of Industry” is sometimes used to describe particularly successful or powerful 

businessmen or businesswomen.  Henry Ford and Bill Gates are two examples. 
7. In physics, heat is a form of energy associated with the movement of atoms and molecules in any 

material.  The higher the temperature of a material, the faster the atoms are moving, and therefore the 
greater amount of heat energy that is present. 

8. Researchers recently found that global warming may make days longer.  The length of the day may 
increase, scientists found, because higher carbon dioxide levels will affect winds, currents, and air 
pressure, which can consequently cause the earth’s rotation to slow. 

9. There are four ingredients in concrete: sand, stones, water, and cement.  Some people incorrectly think 
that cement is basically the same thing as concrete, but, in fact, cement is only one of the ingredients in 
concrete. 
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10. The difference between a fruit and a vegetable is that a fruit is the reproductive part of a plant.  Some 
people call this the “female” part of the plant because it can produce a new plant.  Apples, tomatoes, and 
peaches are examples.  In contrast, vegetables are non-reproductive parts of a plant, such as leaves.  
Examples include lettuce and broccoli.   

 
An excellent, more substantial way to motivate students to work on their organization and accuracy is to 
utilize the Lecture Quizzes found in this manual.  Have students prepare for the quizzes by taking detailed 
notes throughout each lecture of this course. As the class finishes each lecture, give them the corresponding 
quiz, which they may take in open-note fashion.  If you wish, you may collect their notes and evaluate them.   
 
Note: For additional comments on how students can improve their skills in processing and recording 
numbers, see Listening Topic 4: Processing Details in this manual. 
 
Finally, the Listening Strategy Guide describes only one organizational style of note taking: the “indentation” 
approach whereby students record main ideas along the left margin, and write related details below and 
indented to the right.  This is one of the most common approaches to note taking, largely because it can show 
the structure of a lecture so well.  However, there are other styles of note taking which you may want to 
introduce your students to.  One popular alternative is the “mapping” approach.   
 
Like the indentation approach, the mapping approach shows structure and the relationships between ideas 
well.  Here, central ideas are written in the middle of the page, and lines and arrows are used to show 
connections with other ideas.  Here is an example using information from Part 1 of Lecture 6: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regardless of which note-taking style students adopt, practice is the key to improvement.  Whenever students 
are working in the Presentation or Interactive Listening sections, they should be encouraged to take notes 
diligently and with as much thoroughness as they can muster.   Remind them that successful students often 
rewrite or type their notes to make them more coherent. 
 
For more coverage of note-taking skills, see the following books: 
 
Jensen, E.  You Can Succeed: The Ultimate Study Guide for Students.  Hauppauge: Barron’s, 1979 
 
Messano-Ciesla, M. Smart Notebook: A Guide to Effective Note Taking.  Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt, 2000. 
 
Pullis, J.  Speedwriting for Notetaking and Study Skills.  New York: Glencoe McGraw-Hill, 1991. 
 
Van Blerkom, D.  Orientation to College Learning, 3rd ed.  New York: Wadsworth, 2001.  
 

Magma = molten rock 
w/ gasses in it 

mostly water + CO2, 
+ some sulfur gas 

H2S  characteristic 
rotten egg smell 

SO2 reacts w/ H20 
in lungs  sulfuric 
acid  doesn’t feel 
good 
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Listening Topic 4: Processing Details 
 
The Listening Strategy Guide mentions several keys to successfully process details: pre-listening preparation, 
careful note taking, maintaining focus, and being willing to make guesses.  
 
A nice exercise to help develop note taking skills and “listening stamina” is to pair each student with a 
“listening buddy.”  Show the class a Presentation section from one of the lectures; as usual, students should 
listen carefully and take notes.  However, every 45 seconds or so, pause the program and have each pair go 
through the following checklist of quick tasks: 
1. Compare notes.  Try to resolve discrepancies or gaps as you compare them.   
2. Discuss the significance and context of the last listening segment.  For example, is the lecturer presenting 

a main point, giving supporting details, or both?   
3. Predict main idea questions you might be asked at the end of the Presentation section and discuss 

possible detail questions you might be asked in the Interactive Listening section. 
 
The above exercise helps motivate students to stay keenly focused on the lecture and exposes them to the 
listening and note-taking styles of other students.  It is also a particularly good exercise for struggling 
students who may need the extra support and frequent comprehension checks that this provides.   
 
Similarly, if students are having particular difficulty with the detail questions in the Interactive Listening 
section, they can be encouraged to take notes more diligently in the Presentation section.  Furthermore, some 
students may want to view the Presentation section two or three times in order to refine their notes before 
moving on to the Interactive Listening section.  In most cases, students will be asked a different main idea 
question when they watch the Presentation section for a second time, thus keeping them motivated for such 
repetition.  Students can also take advantage of the “listen again” feature of many of the questions in the 
Interactive Listening section; that is, even if students know the answer to the given question, they can choose 
to watch the corresponding segment again in order to fill in gaps in their notes and be more prepared for 
subsequent questions. 
 
Finally, many of the details a student will need to process in this course, and in life, are numerical.  As 
numbers often give students difficulties, here are three points to make to students about improving this aspect 
of detail comprehension. 
 
1. Pre-listening preparation.  Students should try to predict the types/sizes of numbers they may hear, 

along with their corresponding units of measurement.  For example, if students know that they are going 
to be listening to a lecture on the history of slavery, they might be able speculate on the range of dates 
they may hear and on other numerical information such as population figures, ratios of slaves to non-
slaves in a given society, etc.  Once students have activated this numerical background knowledge, they 
are more likely to be successful in understanding and processing the numbers they hear. 

2. No translation.  Many students are locked into the following process: they hear a given number in 
English, they then translate it (in their heads) into their native language so they can fully grasp its 
meaning, and finally they translate it in back into English for subsequent interaction or note taking.  
Despite its obvious inefficiency, this can be a hard habit for some students to break.  Discuss this issue 
with students and encourage them to avoid translating back and forth.  Initially, this may actually 
represent a step backward in proficiency, but shortly they will be much better off for their efforts.  

3. Practice, practice, practice!  Unfortunately, there is no secret strategy for becoming fluid in processing 
numbers in fast, authentic speech.  It just takes practice.  The more students work with numbers in 
English, the more proficient they will become.  Encourage students to take advantage of the practice 
opportunities all around them.   For example, students can recite (in English, of course) the numbers they 
see in places such as license plates, phone directories, weather and business sections in newspapers, and 
so on.  You can also give students numerical dictation quizzes to get them thinking about the different 
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types and sizes of numbers.  Here is a sample numerical dictation quiz.  Read each number twice and 
have students write what they hear.  Have students come up to the board to write their answers.  

 
1. 15   5.  119.75 
2. 50   6.  4¼ 
3. 5,504  7.  70.3% 
4. 1,600, 000  8.  $279.95 
 
 

 
Listening Topic 5: Determining the Relationships Between Ideas  
 
The most direct road to upgrading a student’s ability to determine the relationships between ideas is through 
the study of discourse markers.  That is, discourse markers, or signposts, inherently signal the purpose of 
surrounding content, especially in lectures, and the study of such markers is fairly strait forward.  The more 
students engage in practice with these markers, the more instinctively they will be able to benefit as listeners 
from their use.   
 
Advanced Listening provides such practice at the end of each Interactive Listening section, where students 
listen to two or more sentences and determine how the first sentence is developed by the other(s).  In most 
cases, of course, discourse markers will help students make this determination.  In some cases, however, 
discourse markers will not be present, and students will need to rely on their other skills and strategies to 
determine the relationships.   
 
As an in-class introduction to this topic, you can help your students appreciate the value of discourse markers 
by writing the following 3 sentences on the board: 
 
   1.  I want to buy the car.  It costs $10,000. 
   2.  I want to buy the car.  However, it costs $10,000. 
   3.  I want to buy the car.  The reason for this is that it costs $10,000. 
 
Ask students how the discourse markers affect the relationships of ideas.  In the first sentence above, the 
relationship between the car and its cost is somewhat vague, whereas in each of the latter two sentences, the 
relationship of the two ideas is distinct, specific, and defined by the discourse markers.   
 
You can also provide extra practice with these markers using a “chain story.”  Have students sit in a circle.  
One student starts by saying a simple sentence, such as, “My grandfather used to run a dairy farm.”  The next 
student adds a sentence to the story and must use a discourse marker to connect the ideas.  For example, 
following on the example above, a student could add, “Therefore, my grandfather was always very tired.”  
The third student might add, “In fact, he never got more than five hours of sleep each night.”  Then the fourth 
could say, “Nevertheless, he still made time to play his violin every day,” and so on.  Continue until every 
student has had a turn or until most of the discourse markers listed in the Listening Strategy Guide have been 
used.   
 
More formal exercises to reinforce discourse markers include student presentations and oral summaries of 
the lectures found in Advanced Listening.  Personally, I don’t like to mandate that students use a fixed 
minimum number of discourse markers in their presentations; rather, I prefer telling them that they will be 
graded heavily on their organization and clarity, and that using discourse markers is a fundamental part of 
establishing these qualities.    
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Listening Topic 6: Guessing Vocabulary from Context 
 
Guessing vocabulary from context is a form of inferencing, and as such, it requires confidence, calmness, 
and willingness to make guesses.  With this in mind, a good listening teacher does everything he or she can 
to instill these attitudes in the class and promote the notion that it is okay to make a wrong guess.  After all, 
what is the alternative?  In most cases, a listener cannot push a “pause” button on a speaker’s forehead, and 
then run to get a dictionary.  Although in Advanced Listening students actually can push “pause” or push the 
“abc” button for a transcript, they should be encouraged not to rely on these options.  The better alternative is 
to make guesses about the words and concepts they don’t understand, and push the “repeat” button to listen 
again and test their hypotheses.  Discuss this suggestion with the class.  
 
This emphasis on using context clues to make guesses should be combined with a concerted and systematic 
effort to build vocabulary.  These are two necessary and parallel activities on the road to maximum 
comprehension.  Use the Vocabulary and Idioms quizzes in this manual to motivate students to study and 
absorb the vocabulary they have been exposed to in Advanced Listening.  You can take students’ work with 
the vocabulary a step further by having them complete charts like the one below for each new term.  The 
words inspiration and mandatory, both vocabulary items from Lecture 4, are used as examples. 
 
 

NOUN VERB ADJECTIVE ADVERB 

inspiration inspire inspired, 
inspiring, 
inspirational 

inspirationally 

mandate   mandate mandatory ------- 
    
    
    

 
 
In addition, you can use the vocabulary in Advanced Listening to call students’ attention to the importance of 
prefixes and suffixes.  For example, ask students what the similarities are between reframe and recognize, or 
between simplistic and individualistic; then ask what these similarities tell us about the meanings of the given 
prefixes or suffixes.  There are certainly many ways to teach prefixes and suffixes, and the vocabulary 
presented in this course is loaded with them. 
 
Finally, remind students to pay close attention to body language when guessing vocabulary.  Body language 
often provides better clues to meaning than any words possibly could.  In addition to the examples from 
Lecture 6 noted in the Listening Strategy Guide, you can also refer students to Part 9 of Lecture 4, where 
Professor Kennedy physically shows what it means to “tug something down.”  Also, in Lecture 5, Part 7, 
Professor Morris’ use of his hands helps the listener understand the phrases “concentric circles,” “inner core” 
and “slightly broader group.” 
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Listening Topic 7:  Identifying Pronoun Referents 
 
The purpose of this section of the program is simply to expose students to various pronoun contexts which 
are common in authentic speech and to give students practice in identifying and comprehending the 
relationships between the pronouns and their referents.  Some items in the Pronoun Reference section are 
relatively easy, while others would make even native speakers take pause.  In order for students to grasp 
these different settings of pronouns more quickly, the following class exercises may help: 

  
1. A general review of pronouns might be worthwhile, depending on the level and background of your 

students.  Your review should include all basic subject and object pronouns, and should include 
topics such as reflexive pronouns (herself, himself, etc.), reciprocal pronouns (each other, one 
another, etc.) and indefinite pronouns (another, others, one, each, either, neither, some, both, many, 
etc.).   

 
2. As a class, review the five common contexts of pronouns outlined in the Listening Strategy Guide.  

Then, in pairs, have students write examples of context a, d, and e, as outlined in the Guide. 
(Contexts b and c don’t lend themselves well to this sort of productive exercise.) You can also have 
students do a “pronoun scavenger hunt,” where students need to find (on their own, outside of class) 
one example each from following list of pronoun-referent relationships: 

 
• A pronoun referring to a specific noun or noun phrase which is mentioned earlier in the text 
• A pronoun referring to an idea (1-2 sentences or more) which is developed earlier in the text 
• A pronoun referring to an inferred person, place, thing, or idea   
• The pronoun “it” referring to an infinitive phrase that comes after the pronoun   
• The pronoun “it” referring to a noun clause that comes after the pronoun 

 
See the Guide for specific explanations of each category above.  Suggest to students that they look 
for their examples in newspapers, magazines, books, websites, or any other authentic English-
language source they have access to.  Have students bring their examples to class, and, if you wish, 
you can give a point for each category from which students have found a correct example. 
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The Good Listener’s Checklist 

Students: Complete this checklist upon beginning to work with Advanced Listening.  Consider each sentence 
thoughtfully and honestly.  By the time you have finished working with the lecture material and listening 
strategies in this course, you should be able to check () “Always” or “Usually” for every item below.  
Review this checklist often to refocus yourself on these habits of good listening. 
 

                  Always    Usually    Sometimes/Never 

• Before I listen, I try to predict vocabulary and themes that  
I will hear.                 _____       _____     _____  

• I pay attention to the speaker’s pace as an indicator of 
importance.             _____      _____    _____  

• I pay special attention to stressed words.         _____      _____    _____ 

• I listen for clues to the speaker’s purpose and organization.       _____      _____    _____  

• I pay particular attention to repeated words and make sure to 
record them in my notes.                 _____      _____    _____  

• I try to maintain my concentration when I listen.        _____      _____           _____ 

• I take notes diligently in all academic and professional         
situations.             _____      _____           _____ 

• I don’t try to write down every word in my notes, but rather  
I try to write only key words.          _____      _____     _____ 

• I use note-taking shorthand to increase efficiency.        _____      _____     _____ 

• I show the organization and structure of the lecture in my notes.  _____      _____     _____ 

• I try not to translate into my native language when I listen       
or take notes.            _____      _____            _____ 

• I rewrite my notes when necessary to clarify the content.       _____      _____      _____ 

• I take advantage of visual aids as clues to content.        _____      _____      _____ 

• I pay attention to body language to help me understand.       _____      _____      _____ 

• I make inferences and use my intuition when I listen.        _____      _____      _____     

• I continuously strive to build my vocabulary.             _____      _____             _____  

• When I hear a word I don’t know, I quickly try to guess 
its meaning from context.           _____       _____            _____ 

• I stay focused on the lecture even if I hear words or 
      phrases I don't  know."                                                                    _____       _____       _____                                                  
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Suggestions for Multi-Skill Expansion 
 
 
Speaking 
 
Below are conversation questions for each lecture part of CD 2 (Lectures 4-6).  Most are student-centered 
questions and were written towards the primary objective of eliciting student response and dialogue.  Other 
questions ask the students to make guesses about what may come next, and have been included to remind 
students of the importance of constant prediction and to let students gain from other others’ approaches to 
prediction.  Furthermore, you are encouraged to use these questions as ideas to be adapted and built upon, 
both in terms of theme and purpose.  For example, many questions can double as topics for group 
discussions, debates, role plays, presentations, etc.  
 
Lecture 4, Part 1 
• Do you like Professor Kennedy’s mnemonic?  Why or why not?  Can you think of other examples of 

mnemonics? 
• What specific aspects of lecturing do you think Professor Kennedy will discuss?  What are some 

suggestions that you think he will make? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 2 
• What was the “occasion” of the last lecture you listened to?  Do you think the speaker tailored his or her 

remarks well to fit that occasion?  Why or why not? 
• Which type of audience do you think would be the easiest to lecture to (e.g., peers, the general public, 

students, professionals, etc.)? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 3 
• Is it easy for you to ask for help, or are you a person who doesn’t like to ask for help?  Do you like when 

people ask you for help? 
• What are some informal words or expressions that would not be appropriate for a lecture?  How could 

you say those things in language appropriate for a formal presentation? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 4 
• Have you even seen a lecture which was not successful due to a lack of preparation?  If so, in what ways 

did the presentation suffer because of this lack of preparation? 
• Do you ever begin writing a paper or composing a presentation without knowing what conclusion you 

want to reach?  If so, has this approach been successful for you? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 5 
• Where are some places you could do research to prepare for a lecture? 
• Have you seen presentations into which the speaker tried to “cram too much”?  What is the effect of this 

mistake?  How many main points do you think a presentation can effectively have? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 6 
• Does speaking in front of others make you nervous?  What are some ways to reduce nervousness when 

speaking in front of an audience? 
• Have you ever rehearsed in front of a mirror or into a tape recorder?  If so, did it help?  Explain. 
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Lecture 4, Part 7 
• Can you think of a time when your personal experience affected the way others perceived you?  Can you 

think of a time when you made conclusions based on someone else’s appearance?  Do you think these 
conclusions were accurate? 

• If you had to give a lecture or presentation to the general public in your city, how would you dress for it? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 8 
• What does Professor Kennedy mean by “manner”?   
• Who is one of your favorite public speakers?  Describe his or her manner.   
 
Lecture 4, Part 9 
• What do you think the most important aspects of body language are (for a public speaker)? 
• Have you known anyone to have a nervous tic while lecturing?  How can one get rid of a nervous tic? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 10 
• What is the importance of a first impression?  Explain how this importance might apply to different 

social, academic, and professional situations. 
• What are some strategies for making a dynamic introduction to a speech? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 11 
• Have you ever heard someone read an entire speech or presentation?  If so, what did you think of the 

overall quality of that speech? 
• Why do you think it is hard to give a speech effectively from a verbatim text? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 12 
• Which do you find more difficult, understanding academic lectures or understanding academic text?  

How are the challenges of these two tasks different? 
• Which do you find more difficult, giving academic presentations or writing academic text?  How are the 

challenges of these two tasks different? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 13 
• When you listen to a lecture, what particular presentation techniques or styles help you to stay engaged 

and understand the points? 
• What are some discourse markers (words or phrases) that one can use to repeat or re-explain a point? 
 
Lecture 4, Part 14 
• What are the characteristics of a good conclusion? 
• What are some strategies or techniques with which you can make your conclusion dynamic and 

memorable?  
 
**************** 
 
Lecture 5, Part 1 
• How do you think slave owners justified slavery? 
• What slave-owning societies from history do you think Professor Morris will discuss? 
 
Lecture 5, Part 2 
• What aspects of slavery do you think the professor’s “general models” will deal with? 
• Are there any evil practices in today’s world that we take for granted? 
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Lecture 5, Part 3 
• The professor makes the distinction between two types of societies: those which had some minimal level 

of dependence on slaves and those where the removal slavery would have caused revolutionary change.  
Can you make the same type of distinction about other elements in today’s world (for example: 
corruption, immigrant labor, cell phones, computers, types of fuel/energy, etc.)? 

 
Lecture 5, Part 4 
• What is something that, if you had removed it from your society, would have caused revolutionary 

change in the past, but isn’t really important today? 
• Is feeding the people in a city still a fundamental problem (as it was in the ancient world)?  Why or why 

not? 
 
Lecture 5, Part 5 
• What are different forms of labor arrangements today?  What are the advantages and disadvantages of 

each form, both from the point of view of the employer and employee? 
 
Lecture 5, Part 6 
• If you owned a factory in your city and you were having trouble getting enough wage laborers, what 

would your options be? 
 
Lecture 5, Part 7 
• In what ways does Marshall Sahlins’ diagram apply to today’s world?  Can you use it to explain some of 

the world’s recent ethnic tensions? 
• What group of persons in this world (or in your society) do you think is most different from you?  Why 

do you think this group is more different from you than any other?  How does this difference affect how 
you feel about members of that group? 

 
Lecture 5, Part 8 
• Do you think Hanna Arendt’s explanation for how evil becomes accepted is a good one?  Why or why 

not?   
• Professor Morris maintains that the assumptions upon which slavery rests never really go away.  Do you 

agree?  What can we do to make sure slavery and other horrible practices never occur again? 
 
****************  
 
Lecture 6, Part 1 
• Are there any volcanoes in your home country?  If so, what do you know about them? 
• Have you ever seen a volcano erupt (in person or on TV)?  If so, describe what you saw. 
 
Lecture 6, Part 2 
• Professor Mahood often uses similes to explain her points; for example, in Part 1 she says that a 

magmatic eruption is like the top being popped off of a champagne bottle.  What simile does she use in 
Part 2?   Do you find these similes useful in understanding her points?  What would Professor Kennedy 
(Lecture 4) think about this lecturing technique?   
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Writing 
 
Summary Writing 
Summary writing is an excellent task for students because it develops the skills of paraphrasing and of using 
one’s notes to create coherent paragraphs.  It is also a good overall measure of student comprehension and 
allows students to be productive with the language and ideas they have been picking up in the lectures.  For 
the most part, each individual lecture “part” represents a complete idea or a set of complete ideas, and thus 
makes for a nice chunk of information to be summarized.  However, there are some lecture parts which 
should be combined with other parts for the purpose of summary-writing assignments.  Note the suggestions 
below: 
 
Lecture 4:  Parts 8 and 9 should be combined. (Part 9 is a thematic extension of Part 8.) 
Lecture 5:  Parts 5 and 6 should be combined. (Part 6 alone is too short for a substantive summary.) 

      
Journal Writing 
It is also useful for students to keep a “listening journal.”  In such a journal, students should be encouraged to 
consider the following topics: 

• their general reactions to the lectures and points they found particularly interesting, enlightening, 
funny, disturbing, etc.  

• their questions and misunderstandings 
• their reactions to the listening strategies and their progress in applying them 
• anything else regarding this course which is important to them  

 
Collect students’ journals every week or two in order to check in on their perceptions and offer feedback. 
 
 
Suggestions for Paragraph/Essay Topics and Research Papers 
 
Lecture 4: 

Paragraph/Essay Topics: 
• Which of Professor Kennedy’s points about lecturing was/were most useful for you?  Why? 
• In what ways do good public speaking skills benefit a person? 
• Based on what you now know about the fundamentals of lecturing, what are the most common mistakes 

you have seen lecturers make?  Give examples. 
 
Research Topics: 
• Where did famous speakers such as Martin Luther King, Cicero or Wong-Chin-Fu learn their skills? 
• Who are the most famous speakers in your home country’s history?  Why are they famous? 
• What are the most famous speeches in your home country’s history?  Why are they famous? 
• How do lecturing styles differ from culture to culture? 
 
 
Lecture 5: 

Paragraph/Essay Topics: 
• What can we do to make sure slavery and other such practices never occur again? 
• Should monetary retributions be paid to the ancestors of slaves? 
• Why does discrimination and/or exploitation occur today? 
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Research Topics: 
• What is the history of slavery in your home country?   
• What was it like to be a slave in a particular country? 
• How and why was slavery abolished in a particular country? 
• What are the lingering effects of slavery?  That is, what is the legacy of slavery? 
 
 
Lecture 6: 

Paragraph/Essay Topics: 
• How does the nearby existence of a volcano affect the lives of those living near it? 
• What are the factors that determine the explosiveness of a volcanic eruption? 
• Write a descriptive paragraph about a volcano or a volcanic eruption. 
 
Research Topics: 
• What are the basic aspects of volcano research? 
• Can scientists predict when a volcano is going to erupt?  If so, how? 
• What are the world’s most famous volcanoes?  Why are they so famous?  What have we learned from 

them? 
 
 
Reading 
There are two basic rationales for supplementing this course with topic-related readings.  First, such readings 
can give students the opportunity to deepen their knowledge of the subject beyond what is covered in the 
lectures; in so doing, the students can practice academic reading strategies, expand their vocabulary, and 
have a more substantial thematic base from which to prepare presentations or complete writing assignments.  
Second, for a class (or a student) that is having some trouble with the level of this course, you may want to 
assign them basic readings to precede their work on each lecture.  By orienting students to the topic and 
related vocabulary, this approach will lower the level of the listening tasks dramatically.  Conversely, to be 
clear, I would not assign very much preparative (pre-listening) reading to students with strong aural skills, as 
this might hamper the development of their listening skills. 
 
Here is a list of books and articles which relate to each of the 3 lectures on Disc 2.  It is not meant to be a 
comprehensive bibliography, but rather a list from which to start or get ideas.  Be sure to preview any book 
or article before assigning it; some of these works are oriented toward the academic community, while others 
are written for a more general audience.  Brief annotations are provided in some cases. 
 
Lecture 4: 
 
Carnegie, Dale.  The Quick & Easy Way to Effective Speaking (A Revision by Dorothy Carnegie of Public 
Speaking and Influencing Men in Business by Dale Carnegie).  New York: Simon & Schuster, 1966.  [This 
inexpensive, widely availably paperback is a great companion to David Kennedy’s lecture and is written at 
an accessible level for many intermediate and most advanced ESL/EFL students.] 
 
Fletcher, Leon.  How to Speak Like a Pro.  New York: Ballantine, 1996. 
 
Grant, Alastair.  Presentation Perfect: How to Excel at Business Presentations, Meetings and Public 
Speaking.  London: Industrial Society, 1998. 
 
Hillman, Ralph.  Delivering Dynamic Presentations: Using Your Voice and Body for Impact. Boston: Allyn 
and Bacon, 1999. 
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Jolles, Robert.  How to Run Seminars and Workshops: Presentation Skills for Consultants, Trainers, and 
Teachers.  New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1993. 
 
Kroehnert, Gary.  A Handbook for Presentation Skills.  New York: McGraw-Hill, 1998. 
 
Marceau, Marcel.  “How to Give a Speech.”  Men’s Health, 10, issue 6 (July/August 1995): p. 119 
 
McManus, Judith.  How to Write and Deliver an Effective Speech.  New York: Macmillan, 1998. 
 
Motley, B. L.  “Taking the Terror Out of Talk.”  Psychology Today, 17, issue 1 (January 1988): p. 46 
 
Nice, Shirley.  Speaking for Impact: Connecting with Every Audience.  Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1999. 
 
Noonan, Peggy.  On Speaking Well: How to Give a Speech with Style, Substance, and Clarity.  New York: 
ReganBooks, 1998 
 
Robinson, Grady.  Did I Ever Tell You about the Time--: How to Develop and Deliver a Speech Using 
Stories that Get Your Message Across.  New York: McGraw-Hill, 2000. 
 
Samovar, Larry.  Oral Communication: Speaking Across Cultures.  Los Angeles: Roxbury Pub., 2000. 
 
Templeton, Melody.  Schaum’s Quick Guide to Great Presentations.  New York: McGraw-Hill, 1999. 
 
Tierney, Elizabeth.  101 Ways to Better Presentations.  London: Kogan Page, 1999. 
 
Walters, Lillet.  The Secrets of Successful Speakers: How You Can Motivate, Captivate, and Persuade.  New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1993. 
 
Weaver, Richard.  Essentials of Public Speaking.  Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2001. 
 
Weisul, Kimberly.  “Does Giving a Speech Spook Women More?” Business Week, 3777 ((April 8, 2002): p. 
12. 
 
Wilbur, L. Perry.  Holding Audience Attention: How to Speak with Confidence, Substance, and Power.  
Colorado Springs: Piccadilly Books, 2000. 
 
Lecture 5: 
 
Arendt, Hannah.  Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil.  New York: Penguin, 1963.  
[Professor Morris mentions this book in Part 8 of his lecture.  It will be a difficult read for most second-
language speakers, but some advanced students should be able to appreciate this famous scholarly work.  The 
last chapter – Chapter 15 – is especially pertinent to Professor Morris’ lecture.] 
  
Davis, David.  In the Image of God: Religion, Moral Values, and Our Heritage of Slavery.  New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2001. 
 
Doyle, Roger.  “The Roots of Homocide.”  Scientific American, 283 (October 2000): p. 22 
 
Drescher, Seymour.  A Historical Guide to World Slavery.  New York: Oxford University Press, 1998. 
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D’Souza, Dinesh.  “We the Slaveowners: In Jefferson’s America, were some men not created equal?” Policy 
Review, 74 (Fall 1995): p. 30. 
 
Elkins, Stanley.  Slavery: A Problem in American Institutional and Intellectual Life.  Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1959.  (This well-known book deals with many of the conceptual issues touched upon by 
Professor Morris.) 
 
Finkelman, Paul, ed.  Macmillan Encyclopedia of World Slavery.  New York: Macmillan Reference USA, 
1998. 
 
Finley, Moses.  Ancient Slavery & Modern Ideology.  New York: Viking, 1980.  [Professor Morris refers to 
this book in parts 3-5 of his lecture.  Chapter 2, “The Emergence of a Slave Society,” corresponds to many of 
Professor Morris’ remarks; the other three chapters as well as the prologue compliment the lecture nicely.] 
 
Foner, Laura, ed.  Slavery in the New World: A Reader in Comparative History.  Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-
Hall, 1969. 
 
Fritsch, J. “Judge Clears Obstacles to Pay Slaves of the Nazis.” New York Times (May 11, 2001): p. A12. 
 
Genovese, Eugene.  The World the Slaveholders Made.  New York: Pantheon Books, 1969. 
 
Glazer, Nathan.  “Race and Ethnicity in America.” Journal of Democracy, 11 (January 2000): p. 80. 
 
Gordon, Murray.  Slavery in the Arab World.  New York, New Amsterdam, 1992. 
 
Klein, Herbert.  Slavery in the Americas: A Comparative Study of Virginia and Cuba.  Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1967. 
 
Kloosterboer, Willemina.  Involuntary Labour since the Abolition of Slavery of Slavery: A Survey of 
Compulsory Labour throughout the World.   Westport: Greenwood Press, 1976. 
 
Meltzer, Milton.  Slavery: A World History.  New York: Da Capo, 1993. 
 
Ogletree, Charles.  “Litigating the Legacy of Slavery.” New York Times (April 27, 2002): p. WK9.  
 
Pasternak, Douglas.  “Slavery in the Capitol’s Shadow” (employees of World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund accused of abusing domestic workers).  U.S. News & World Report, 129 (November 13, 
2000): p. 27. 
 
Patterson, Orlando.  Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study.  Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1982. 
 
Rodriguez, Junius.  Chronology of World Slavery.  Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 1999. 
 
Rosivach, Vincent.  “Agricultural Slavery in the Northern Colonies and in Classical Athens: Some 
Comparisons.”  Comparative Studies in Society & History, 35, issue 3 (July 1993): p. 551. 
 
Sahlins, Marshall.  Stone Age Economics.  New York: Aldine de Gruyter, 1972.  [Professor Morris mentions 
this book in Part 7, specifically referring to the diagram on page 199.  Chapter 5, “On the Sociology of 
Primitive Exchange,” relates fairly well to Professor Morris’ remarks.] 
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Skidmore, Thomas.  “Racial Ideas and Social Policy in Brazil, 1870-1940” in Richard Graham, ed., The Idea 
of Race in Latin America, 1870-1940.  Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990.  [This is a 20-page academic 
essay about racial constructs in Brazil before and after the abolition of slavery in that country.] 
 
Walvin, James.  “Slavery and the British: James Walvin reviews current ideas about the vast network of 
slavery that shaped British and world history for more than two centuries.”  History Today, 52 (March 2002): 
p. 48 
 
White, Jack.  “Sorry Isn’t Good Enough: A Simple Apology for Slavery Leaves Unpaid Debts.”  Time, 149 
n26 (June 30, 1997): p. 35. 
 
Winks, Robin.  Slavery: A Comparative Perspective (readings on slavery from ancient times to the present)  
New York: New York University Press, 1972. 
 
Yoshimi, Yoshiaki.  Comfort Women: Sexual Slavery in the Japanese Military During World War II.  New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2000. 
 
Lecture 6 
 
Bullard, Fred.  Volcanoes in History, in Theory, in Eruption.  Austin: University of Texas Press, 1962. 
 
Decker, Robert.  Volcanoes.  San Francisco: W. H. Freeman, 1981. 
 
Klugar, Jeffrey.  “Volcanoes with an Attitude.” Time, 149, issue 8, (February 24, 1997).  [This is a nice 
overview of volcanoes with a worldwide perspective.  It concisely explains how they work and how volcanic 
research is done.] 
 
Johnson, Carl.  Fire on the Mountain: The Nature of Volcanoes.  San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1994 
 
Oakeshott, Gordon.  Volcanoes and Earthquakes: Geologic Violence.  New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976. 
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Quiz for Lecture 4 
How to Give a Lecture 

 
Name: _______________________________   Date: __________________  
 
Directions:  Complete the mnemonic below.  List each of Professor Kennedy’s main points and briefly 
describe the main idea or ideas of each one.  Use the back or a separate sheet of paper if necessary.  The first 
is done as an example. 
 
 
O -  

H 

 

L 

O 

R 

D 

 

A 

M 

 

I 

 

S 

C 

A 

R 

E 

D 

“Occasion” is the  first thing to consider when preparing to give a lecture.  This 
means you must consider the context , format, scope, and audience of your lecture. 
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Quiz for Lecture 5 
The History of Slavery 

 
Name: _______________________________   Date: __________________  
 
Directions:  Answer the following questions in complete sentences.  Support your explanations using details 
from the lecture.  Use a separate sheet of paper to complete your answers if necessary. 
 
1. According to Moses Finley, what was the difference between “true slave societies” and “slave-owning 

societies”? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What are Finley’s three historical conditions for a “true slave society” to develop? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Explain Marshall Sahlins’ “circles of reciprocity” and how Professor Morris relates this concept to 

slavery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. What is the “banality of evil” and how does Professor Morris relate it to slavery?  According to Hannah 

Arendt, what else in history does it help to explain? 
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Quiz for Lecture 6 
The Geology of Volcanoes 

 
Name: _______________________________   Date: __________________  
 
Directions:  Answer the following questions in complete sentences.  Support your explanations using details 
from the lecture.  Use a separate sheet of paper to complete your answers if necessary. 
 
1. What is magma?  What are the three gasses which are typically found in magma? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What is the difference between magmatic and hydrovolcanic eruptions? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Explain the difference between basalt and rhyolite in each of the three categories below.  For each 

category, explain why the difference is significant. 
 

a. silica content 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. eruption temperatures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. water content 
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Teacher’s Notes and Answer Key for Lecture Quizzes 
 
The enclosed quizzes are designed to provide a flexible tool for evaluating your students.  They are 
“flexible” in the sense that they may be given in a variety of ways.  For example, they may be used as open-
note quizzes taken in class or at home, assignments for group work, or as the bases for any other exercise 
type that fits your teaching situation.  In whichever format you use them, the better a student has been taking 
lecture notes throughout the course, the more successful they will perform on these quizzes.  Inform your 
students of this fact and encourage them to take notes conscientiously.  Furthermore, to better evaluate 
students’ comprehension and note-taking skills, it is often helpful to collect their lecture notes along with 
these quizzes. 
 
Answers to Lecture 4 Quiz  (Wording and supporting details may vary.) 
 
Wording and selection of details may vary. 
 
O  
H – Ask for help from your host, colleagues and librarians in order to better establish your topic and its  
       level of sophistication.   
 
L – Your language should be precise and relatively formal.  Slang and “Churchillian rhetoric” are not  
       appropriate.  Your tone should be conversational since you are giving a speech, not creating a written  
       document. 
O – You should organize your speech by thoroughly preparing in advance; few can be successful  
       otherwise.  The professor begins his preparation process by identifying his conclusion, the point  
       toward which he is trying to build.  Early preparative steps also include establishing his point of view  
       and listing themes he wants to include in the lecture. 
R – Do research to add meat to your outline, find specific data, collect memorable quotes, etc. 
D – The quality of your delivery is determined by your preparation. The more you prepare, the less  
       nervous you will be.  Rehearsing in various ways helps you assess how you look and sound. 
 
A – Your appearance affects how people receive your message, so it is important to consider your dress  
       and body language. 
M – An ideal manner is one that is professional and commanding without being disdainful or  
       condescending.  The audience expects these confident qualities.  Similarly, it is a mistake to  
       apologize to the audience because this essentially tells the audience that coming to the lecture was a  
       mistake for them.  Finally, Professor Kennedy warns against developing distracting ticks while  
       lecturing.  In sum, you should be yourself when you lecture, but your best prepared, most  
       professional self. 
 
I – The introduction is a key part of the lecture.  The introduction is what makes your first impression,  
     and it represents your opportunity to put your remarks into a context, establish a framework for your  
     lecture, and reveal your basic argument and destination.   
 
S – A lecture should be simple.  It should typically contain no more than three or four principal points,  
      and should not contain any lengthy quotes, since reading long printed quotes disrupts the tone and  
      flow of the lecture. 
C – To have clarity in an oral presentation, you must repeat your points in different ways in order for  
       these points to be comprehended and ingested by your audience.  You also need to have clear  
       mileposts, or organizational markers, in your lecture so the audience can follow you easily. 
A – When Professor Kennedy says you need an “accordion” when you lecture, he means that you need to  
       be flexible.  You need to have some extra illustrative material to use in case you need it as well as  
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       some material that you can delete if you become short on time. 
R – Repetition is critical when giving a lecture because it gives listeners a better chance to understand  
       orally delivered content (whereas in writing, repetition is not necessary).  Furthermore, repeating  
       points in different ways is important because people learn and process information differently; the  
       more varied the reiteration, the more people a lecturer will reach in his/her audience. 
E – At the end of a lecture, you should refer back to your introduction and “close the circle” of the 
       lecture.  If your lecture has been successful, you have done three things by the end of it: imparted  
       useful information, guided your audience into a long-term engagement with the topic, and provided  
       your audience with ideas they can continue to analyze and “chew on.” 
D – When you are done, don’t add any final thoughts or second thoughts.  This might confuse your  
       audience. 
 
 
Answers to Lecture 5 Quiz  (Wording and supporting details may vary.) 

1. According to Moses Finley, what was the difference between “true slave societies” and “slave-owning 
societies”?  “True slave societies” were those societies in which slavery was such an important and 
widespread institution that revolutionary changes would have occurred if all the slaves had suddenly been 
removed.  Much more common, “Slave owning societies” were those societies in which slavery existed, but 
was not particularly important or instrumental to the functioning of that society. 
 
2. What are Finley’s three historical conditions for a “true slave society” to develop? First, there needed to 
be private ownership of land, with enough land owned by some families that they needed workers from 
outside the family to help farm it.  Second, there needed to be available markets for which to produce 
commodities.   Third, there needed to be a lack of a viable internal labor supply, forcing landowners to turn 
to outsiders (people from outside their communities). 
 
3. Explain Marshall Sahlins’ “circles of reciprocity” and how Professor Morris relates this concept to 
slavery.  Marshall Sahlins’ “circles of reciprocity” refer to levels of obligation which controlled the way 
people interacted with each other.  The innermost circle, for example, contained an individual along with his 
or her close family, and within this “inner core” it was unacceptable to transact commercially.  For instance, 
you wouldn’t wake up in the morning and offer to sell breakfast to your children.  Circles further out in this 
diagram refer to groups less connected to the individual in the center with whom that individual could 
interact with in progressively more commercial, less “fair” ways.  Finally, Sahlins contends, the furthest 
reaches of this diagram represent people whom the individual perceives can be treated without any fairness 
whatsoever.  Although Sahlins was applying this diagram to trading patterns in the Stone Age, Professor 
Morris uses these same principles help explain how slaveholders viewed the world. 
 
4. What is the “banality of evil” and how does Professor Morris relate it to slavery?  According to Hannah 

Arendt, what else in history does it help to explain?  The “banality of evil,” a term from Hannah Arendt’s 
book Eichmann in Jerusalem, refers to the institutionalization and bureaucratization of evil practices. 
That is, evil practices become so engrained into the routine and workings of a society that individuals can 
lose perspective of and connection with the evil things they are doing.  Professor Morris explains how, 
over generations, slavery had become a banal practice.  He also notes Hannah Arendt’s belief that this 
“banality of evil” helps explain the atrocities against Jews committed by functionaries in the Nazi 
regime. 
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Answers to Lecture 6 Quiz  (Wording and supporting details may vary.) 

1.  What is magma?  What are the three gasses which are typically found in magma?  Magma is molten rock, 
typically with gasses dissolved in it.  These gasses are dominantly water, CO2, and sulfur gas. 
 
2.  What is the difference between magmatic and hydrovolcanic eruptions?  Magmatic eruptions are powered 
by the expansion of gasses, which had been dissolved in magma at depth, coming out of solution.  
Hydrovolcanic eruptions are powered by the expansion of liquid water that comes into contact with hot rock 
or magma.  This water flashes to steam, expands in volume by a factor of 24, and blasts apart the rocks 
around it. 
 
3.  Explain the difference between basalt and rhyolite in each of the three categories below.  For each 
category, explain why the difference is significant. 
 

a. silica content:  Rhyolites have more silica than basalts.  Consequently, basalts are much 
more fertile than rhyolites since plants can’t make any use of silica.  In addition, basalts are 
darker in color than rhyolites since because many of the major elements found in basalts, 
such as calcium, magnesium, titanium and iron, are darker in color than silica. 

 
b. eruption temperatures:  Basalts have higher eruption temperatures than rhyolites.  Therefore, 

basalt lava flows are more fluid and less viscous than rhyolite flows; Professor Mahood 
compared the appearance of basalt flows to water and rhyolite flows to toothpaste. 

 
c. water content:  Basalts have only a few tenths of a weight percent water, while rhyolites can 

have up to six percent.  Consequently, the volume expansion of all that water in rhyolites 
make rhyolitic eruptions more explosive and dangerous.  In addition, since rhyolite lavas are 
viscous, it means that the water bubbles are having a harder time escaping, so tremendous 
pressure builds up, further compounding the explosiveness.  
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Vocabulary and Idioms 
 

Word Lists 
 
Lecture 4 
 
Nouns  Verbs  Adjectives  Adverbs 
 
fragment [Part 1] 
mnemonic device [Part 1] 
novice [Part 1] 
supplication [Part 1] 
basis [Part 1] 
inspiration [Part 1] 
primer [Part 1] 
remark [Part 2] 
freshman [Part 2] 
scale [Part 2] 
scope [Part 2] 
knowledge [Part 2] 
prospect [Part 2] 
endowment [Part 4] 
wisdom [Part 4] 
prophylaxis [Part 6] 
jitters [Part 6] 
ignorance [Part 8] 
cincture [Part 9] 
tic [Part 9] 
regard [Part 9] 
pool [Part 9] 
axiom [Part 10] 
setting [Part 10] 
saying [Part 10] 
impression [Part 10] 
chestnut [Part 10] 
portrait [Part 11] 
medium [Part 11] 
framework [Part 12] 
signpost [Part 12] 
anecdote [Part 12] 
reiteration [Part 13] 
redundancy [Part 13] 
pleonasm [Part 13] 
sort [Part 13] 
engagement [Part 14] 
auditor [Part 14] 
 

  
strive [Part 3] 
anticipate [Part 4] 
discard [Part 5] 
cram [Part 5] 
compose [Part 5]  
rehearse [Part 6]      
lack [Part 6] 
tinker [Part 7] 
concede [Part 7] 
convey [Part 8] 
impose [Part 9] 
rant [Part 10] 
devise [Part 10] 
encompass [Part 11] 
signify [Part 11] 
enhance [Part 13] 
acknowledge [Part 13] 
assimilate [Part 13] 
execute [Part 14] 
impart [Part 14] 
subject [Part 14] 
ingest [Part 14] 
render [Part 14] 
equip [Part 14] 

  
dreaded [Part 2] 
generic [Part 2] 
mandatory [Part 3] 
appropriate [Part 3] 
spontaneous [Part 4] 
preliminary [Part 4] 
indispensable [Part 5 
superfluous [Part 5] 
thorough [Part 6] 
foolproof [Part 6] 
trivial [Part 7] 
consequential [Part 7] 
conscious [Part 7] 
authoritative [Part 8] 
empathic [Part 8] 
condescending [Part 8] 
marvelous [Part 9] 
serviceable [Part 10] 
verbatim [Part 11] 
standard [Part 11] 
prior [Part 12] 
superfluous [Part 12] 
cognitive [Part 13] 
reliable [Part 13] 
 

  
assuredly [Part 10] 
palpably [Part 11] 

 
Idioms: 
 
no matter what [Part 1]     at least [Part 7] 
or what have you [Part 2]     look like [Part 8] 
puzzle (something) out [Part 2]    look down one’s nose at [Part 8] 
and so on [Part 3]      run the danger of [Part 8] 
by and large [Part 3]     that goes without saying [Part 8] 
hold up your end (of something) [Part 3]   strike a note [Part 8] 
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go to waste [Part 3]     in the first place [Part 8] 
more or less [Part 3]     along those lines [Part 8] 
fall flat on one’s face [Part 3]    have money riding on (something) [Part 9] 
keep in mind [Part 3]     and so forth [Part 9] 
in advance [Part 4]     lose track of (something) [Part 9] 
be concrete [Part 4]     boil down [Part 10] 
tip of the iceberg [Part 4]     chances are [Part 11] 
after all [Part 4]    get back [Part 11] 
bare-bones [Part 5]     a handful [Part 11] 
think through [Part 5]     take into account [Part 12]  
on one’s own [Part 6]     in and of itself [Part 12] 
stage fright [Part 6]     in question [Part 12] 
I dare say [Part 6]      leave out [Part 12] 
about to [Part 6]      if need be [Part 12] 
 
Other: 
conjunction: insofar as [Part 4] 
 
 
 
Lecture 5 
 
Nouns  Verbs  Adjectives  Adverbs 
 
bulk [Part 1] 
evidence [Part 2] 
gap [Part 2] 
principle [Part 2] 
export [Part 3] 
feature [Part 3] 
rebellion [Part 4] 
surplus [Part 4] 
peasant [Part 4] 
profit [Part 5] 
plow [Part 5] 
wage laborer [Part 5] 
elite [Part 5] 
parameter [Part 6] 
bunch [Part 6] 
instinct [Part 6] 
notion [Part 6] 
breach [Part 7] 
course [Part 7] 
core [Part 7] 
bed-and-breakfast [Part 7] 
paradox [Part 8] 
degradation [Part 8] 
exploitation [Part 8] 
functionary [Part 8] 
 

  
confront [Part 1] 
condemn [Part 1] 
whip [Part 1] 
tend [Part 2] 
generalize [Part 2] 
draw a distinction [Pt 3] 
feed [part 4] 
collapse [Part 4] 
coincide [Part 5] 
compel [Part 5] 
draw attention [Part 8] 

  
alien [Part 1] 
moral [Part 1] 
evil [Part 1] 
wicked [Part 1] 
vital [Part 3] 
urban [Part 4] 
enormous [Part 4] 
distant [Part 5] 
prominent [Part 7] 
decent [Part 7] 
concentric [Part 7] 
dubious [Part 7] 
alarming [Part 8] 
abrupt [Part 8] 
 

  
 

 
Idioms: 
 
hang out [Part 1]     get (something) out [Part 4] 
come out of nowhere [Part 1]   turn to [Part 5] 
come up with [Part 2]    earn a living [Part 5] 
tell (something) from (something else) [Part 2] fly [Part 5] 
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get up [Part 2]     have got to [Part 5] 
bump into (someone) [Part 2]   come across [Part 7] 
take for granted [Part 2]    occur to (someone) [Part 7] 
break down [Part 3]    sum up [Part 7] 
take on [Part 3]     grind down [Part 8] 
go on [Part 3]     hand in hand [Part 8] 
gobble up [Part 4]    wrap (something) up [Part 8] 
soak up [Part 4]     bring to mind [Part 8] 
drive off [Part 4]     ship off [Part 8] 
 
 
 
Lecture 6 
 
Nouns  Verbs  Adjectives  Adverbs 
 
hazard [Part 1] 
lid [Part 1] 
volume [Part 1] 
solution [Part 1] 
 
 

  
dissolve [Part 1] 
react [Part 1] 
inhale [Part 1] 
blast apart [Part 1] 
flash [Part 1] 
squeeze [Part 2] 
peril [Part 2] 
 

  
molten [Part 1] 
abundant [Part 2] 
fertile [Part 2] 
viscous [Part 2] 
severe [Part 2] 

  
vigorously [Part 1] 

 
Idioms: 
 
set the stage for [Part 1] 
run across [Part 1] 
get out [Part 2] 
keep down [Part 2]    
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 4, Parts 1-3      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 

novice   strive  generic   and so on 
mandatory  basis  inspiration  by and large 

          fragment  remark  knowledge  go to waste 
appropriate  scope  no matter what  keep in mind 

 
 
 
Example: A loose __fragment_ of metal caused the engine to break down.  

 
1. The best teachers can motivate their students to ____________________________ for excellence. 

2. Although Ji Eun was a ___________________________ skier, she was determined to ski on more 

advanced parts of the mountain. 

3. In many cultures, asking about someone’s job or religion is not _____________________________. 

4. The boy’s disrespectful ______________________________ shocked his mother. 

5. Bob always eats everything on his plate; he hates to let anything _____________________________. 

6. ______________________________, scientists agree that the “greenhouse effect” is harming our 

environment and our health. 

7. When you own a car, it is ______________________________ to register it with the government. 

8. Most people agree that having ____________________________ does not necessarily mean that one is 

intelligent. 

9. Convenience to supermarkets and schools is important to ______________________ when looking for a 

place to live. 

10. The writer’s new baby daughter was the _______________________________ for his new novel. 
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 4, Parts 4-6      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 

jitters   lack  preliminary           tip of the iceberg 
endowment  compose indispensable  on one’s own 

           rehearse  discard  spontaneous  think through 
cram   anticipate thorough  in advance 

 
 
 
Example: When I brought my car to the mechanic, I found out that the oil leak was just 
  the tip of the iceberg.  

 
1. ___________________________ is gained through experience. 

2. Mozart __________________________ most of his symphonies late at night. 

3. The band ____________________________ a lot before recording their new CD. 

4. Javier couldn’t repair his washing machine because he __________________________ the necessary 

tools. 

5. We made a __________________________ plan, but we will probably have to revise it when the new 

budget is finalized. 

6. Although Sarah is conservative and predictable, her younger sister is very _____________________. 

7. Children often think being independent will be fun and easy, but once they are 

____________________________, they realize it is more complicated than they had thought. 

8. You have to make reservations far ___________________________ if you want to get a table at the new 

French restaurant. 

9. Performers sometimes have ____________________________ when they first perform. 

10. A good chess player tries to _____________________________ his or her opponent’s next move. 
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 4, Parts 7-9      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 
          conscious ignorance  concede   loose track of 

impose  condescending  trivial    and so forth 
           tinker  tic   run the danger of  along those lines 

marvelous convey   look down one’s nose at  in the first place 
 
 
 
Example: Speakers need to be conscious  of their body language. 
    

1. Many people _____________________________ their old friends when they go away to college. 

2. His ___________________________ of Japanese culture prevented him from getting a well-paying job 

in Tokyo.  

3. Don’t ____________________________ your values on me! 

4. I have high ____________________________ for teachers. 

5. Even though she is stubborn, she ______________________________ that I had been right. 

6. His angry expression ____________________________ his disapproval. 

7. After she ____________________________ with the radio for a few minutes, it finally began to work. 

8. Great Expectations, a novel by Charles Dickens, is a ________________________ example of 19th-

century British literature. 

9. His high blood pressure is not a ____________________________ concern. 

10. The opera star ________________________________ the rock singer. 
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 4, Parts 10-12      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 
          standard setting  palpably     boil down 

portrait  saying  verbatim     chances are 
           framework devise  prior      take into account 

anecdote signify  superfluous     leave out 
 
 
 
Example: The standard  guitar has six strings.  

 
1. His signature ___________________________ his approval of the contract. 

2. Mr. Lee ____________________________ a plan for rebuilding the company. 

3. When you buy a car, it is important to _____________________________ its safety features. 

4. Lillian gave the board of directors a good _____________________________ when she answered all 

their questions confidently. 

5. “You are what you eat” is an old _____________________________ that has some truth. 

6. The __________________________ of the movie is in Shanghai in the 1950s. 

7. Taro was hired because of his ____________________________ success in designing computer 

equipment. 

8. Being a good athlete ______________________________ to speed, strength, and stamina. 

9. When I make a salad, my wife likes me to ______________________________ the onions so I don’t get 

bad breath. 

10. Paul Harvey, a famous American radio personality, was well known for his entertaining 

____________________________. 
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 4, Parts 13-14      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 
          cognitive acknowledge        equip      reiteration 

reliable  assimilate        sort       auditor 
           enhance execute         engagement render 

impart  subject         redundancy      ingest 
 
 
 
Example: The comprehensive test is supposed to measure students’ cognitive  abilities. 

 
1. Some people don’t like to __________________________ their mistakes. 

2. There are many ____________________________ of animals on this planet. 

3. Olympic skiers ___________________________ with the latest innovations in the sport. 

4. Fresh flowers ___________________________ any home. 

5. It is very frustrating when you own a car that is not _____________________________. 

6. For men, formal _____________________________ usually require wearing a tie. 

7. John’s father-in-law ____________________________ him to long stories about World War II. 

8. As a listener, it is easier to ____________________________ some kinds of information than others. 

9. As a speaker, it is easier to ____________________________ some kinds of information than others. 

10. Soldiers must ____________________________ their orders. 
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 5, Parts 1-3      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 
           principle   confront        moral tell (something) from (something else) 

export    condemn        evil         take for granted 
           feature    tend                vital     bump into 

evidence   generalize        hang out     come up with 
 
 
 
Example: It can be hard to tell a poisonous mushroom from one that is safe to eat. 

 
1. There was not enough __________________________ to convict Mr. Johnson of the crime. 

2. The company president asked her employees to ____________________________ some ideas for new 

products. 

3. Maria was surprised when she ______________________________ her mother at the supermarket. 

4. Good health is something we should never _____________________________. 

5. When Mr. Chen saw a student cheating, he _____________________________ her. 

6. Most people _____________________________ to be more productive in the morning than in the 

afternoon. 

7. Computers have become a ____________________________ part of our everyday lives. 

8. Abortion and the death penalty are hotly debated __________________________ issues. 

9. A country is in a good financial situation when its ___________________________ are worth more than 

its imports. 

10. A man’s ____________________________  are revealed by his actions. 
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 5, Parts 4-6      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 
          feed    rebellion   notion      turn to 

collapse surplus          distant         fly 
           coincide profit           urban          earn a living 

compel    instinct           prominent      drive off 
 
 
 
Example: You need to feed  a fire in order for it to keep burning. 

 
1. Barbara’s dream is to travel to _________________________ lands. 

2. Nelson’s new software business has not made a ____________________________ yet. 

3. According to Professor Morris, the common ___________________________ that all people should be 

free is a relatively new one. 

4. In order to succeed in management, you need to have good ___________________________. 

5. The roof __________________________ under the weight of all the snow. 

6. It can be hard to ___________________________ during times of high inflation and unemployment. 

7. After Usha’s boss explained his doubts, it was clear that her idea was not going to 

__________________________. 

8. When James lost his job, he had to _____________________________ his parents for help. 

9. Most of the people of the world live in or near _____________________________ centers. 

10. Christopher’s parents ____________________________ him to study law even though he didn’t want 

to. 
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 5, Parts 7-8      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 
              core    draw attention   prominent  come across 

course  urban          alarming         occur to  
           degradation enormous   abrupt          wrap up 

paradox    decent           dubious       bring to mind 
 
 
 
Example: Luis came across some interesting statistics in his research.  

 
1. It is a ___________________________ that the teacher’s children get bad grades. 

2. In the ___________________________ of my life, I have seen many things. 

3. Living away from home for the first time was an _________________________ change for Andrea. 

4. The angry students started a ___________________________ after many of their professors were 

thrown in jail. 

5. Shy people try not to ___________________________ to themselves. 

6. Professors typically ____________________________ the semester with review sessions and final 

exams. 

7. Your current trouble _______________________________ a similar problem I had many years ago. 

8. It never _______________________________ me that married life could be so challenging. 

9. After many years of working locally and regionally, Congressman Feldman is now a 

___________________________ national politician. 

10. The continuing spread of nuclear weapons is ____________________________. 
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Vocabulary Quiz      Name: __________________________ 

Lecture 6, Parts 1-2      Date: ___________________________ 
 
 
Instructions:  Complete the sentences below with the correct words or phrases from the box.  
Conjugate verbs, change pronouns, and make nouns plural when necessary.  Words/phrases from 
the box may be used only once. 
 
 
 
          inhale    dissolve   abundant     run across 

dissolve hazard          fertile         keep down 
           react  lid           severe          set the stage  

squeeze    volume           vigorously      get out 
 
 
 
Example: If you inhale  pepper, it makes you sneeze. 

 
1. A theater with too few exits is a ______________________________. 

2. How would you ______________________________ if you won the lottery? 

3. The _____________________________ of a cube is the product of its length, width, and height. 

4. If you _______________________________ a piece of fruit, juice will come out. 

5. Farmers build watering systems and add fertilizer to the soil to make their land more 

_______________________________. 

6. The trip was cancelled because of ___________________________ thunderstorms. 

7. If most plants have enough water and sunlight, they will grow ____________________________. 

8. Car manufacturers are now making electric cars in order to ____________________________ the level 

of pollution. 

9. There are ____________________________ natural resources in Venezuela. 

10. The signing of the U.S. Declaration of Independence in 1776 _______________________________ for 

the Revolutionary War that followed. 
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Answer Key for Vocabulary and Idioms Quizzes 
 
(Note: Verb tenses may vary depending on the context of the sentence.) 
 
Lecture 4, Parts 1-3 
1.  strive,  2. novice,  3. appropriate,  4. remark(s),  5. go to waste,  6. By and large,  7. mandatory,  8. 
knowledge,  9. keep in mind, 10. inspiration  
 
Lecture 4, Parts 4-6 
1.  Wisdom,  2. composed,  3. rehearsed,  4. lacked,  5. preliminary,  6. spontaneous,  7. on their own,  8. in 
advance,  9. jitters, 10. anticipate  
 
Lecture 4, Parts 7-9 
1.  loose track of,  2. ignorance,  3. impose,  4. regard,  5. conceded,  6. conveyed,  7. tinkered,  8. marvelous,  
9. trivial, 10. looked down his/her nose at  
 
Lecture 4, Parts 10-12 
1.  signifies,  2. devised,  3. take into account,  4. impression,  5. saying,  6. setting,  7. prior,  8. boils down,  
9. leave out, 10. anecdotes  
 
Lecture 4, Parts 13-14 
1.  acknowledge,  2. sorts,  3. are equipped,  4. enhance,  5. reliable,  6. engagements,  7. subjects,  8. 
assimilate (or ingest),  9. impart, 10. execute  
 
Lecture 5, Parts 1-3 
1.  evidence,  2. come up with,  3. bumped into,  4. take for granted,  5. confronted,  6. tend,  7. vital,  8. 
moral,  9. exports, 10. principles  
 
Lecture 5, Parts 4-6 
1.  distant,  2. profit,  3. notion,  4. instincts,  5. collapsed,  6. earn a living,  7. fly,  8. turn to,  9. urban, 10. 
compelled  
 
Lecture 5, Parts 7-8 
1.  paradox,  2. course,  3. abrupt,  4. rebellion,  5. draw attention,  6. wrap up,  7. brings to mind,  8. 
occurred,  9. prominent, 10. alarming 
 
Lecture 6, Parts 1-2 
1.  hazard,  2. react,  3. volume,  4. squeeze,  5. fertile,  6. severe,  7. vigorously,  8. keep down,  9. abundant, 
10. set the stage for  
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Answer Key to the Presentation and Interactive Listening Sections                                                                                                                         
 

Lecture 4: How to Give a Lecture 
Lecture 4,  Part 1                                                                                                                                
 
Which is a main purpose of this part of the lecture?  Professor Kennedy provides an outline of his points. 
 
Which is a main purpose of this part of the lecture?  Professor Kennedy introduces his topic. 
 
With what word does Professor Kennedy describe the level of his presentation?  Basic 
 
Do most people in the professor’s audience give lectures frequently?  Yes 
 
What does the professor want his listeners to do with the information in his presentation?  He wants his 
listeners to use the information as an inspiration on which they can improve. 
 
Where will many of Professor Kennedy’s examples come from?  his own life 
 
Why does the professor say that lecturing is a ritualistic occasion?   He uses this idea to introduce his prayer.  
 
According to the professor, some people may disagree that lecturing is a ritualistic occasion.  True  
 
What does the professor’s prayer infer?  Some people are nervous when speaking in public.  
 
Which is the first topic that Professor Kennedy will discuss?  the occasion of a lecture   
 
Which does not reflect the purpose of the professor’s prayer?  It shows that lecturing is a complicated task.  
 
What does the professor mean when he says that his prayer does double duty?  He means that the prayer has 
two purposes. 
 
How many main points will the professor discuss in his presentation?  fifteen 
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 2 
 
What aspects of “occasion” does the professor discuss?  audience, context, format and subject 
 
What is the first thing to consider when preparing to give a lecture?  What is the occasion of the lecture? 
 
What is the professor’s attitude toward the “occasion” of a lecture?  The professor thinks considering the 
“occasion” is very important and can be easy to forget about because it is so simple. (both of the above)   
 
If your audience is familiar to you, you don’t need to think about the occasion.  False 
 
Which of the following statements would the professor agree with?  You need to think about the occasion no 
matter who the audience is. 
 
What are two examples of lecture occasions that the professor mentions?  one lecture in a series of lectures 
and a guest lecture in someone else’s course  
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According to the professor’s remarks, how many lectures do his undergraduate courses contain? 
40 
 
What five types of audiences does the professor mention?  graduate students, freshmen, professional 
colleagues, the general public, and alumni   
 
According to the professor, sometimes you don’t know who your audience will be.  True 
 
What is the main point of this part of the lecture?  An important consideration is the audience’s prior 
knowledge of your topic.   
 
You should assume your audience doesn’t know much about your lecture topic.  False   
 
What does he mean when he says that there’s no such thing as a generic lecture?  All lectures need to be 
adapted to the expected audience. 
 
Why might he consider this lecture to be generic?  His lecture can be equally received by many different 
kinds of audiences. 
 
What do the format, audience, and context of a lecture have in common? 
You must prepare a lecture with these factors in mind. 
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 3 
 
Which two words describe the main topics of this segment?  language and help 
 
Which of these sentences is true?   According to the professor, it is a good idea to ask for help. 
 
What words does the professor use to describe asking for help?  legitimate and mandatory 
 
What does the professor assume comes naturally to everyone?  asking for help 
 
When does the professor say you should ask for help?  when you’re beginning to prepare your remarks 
 
From whom does he suggest asking for help?  the person who invited you to speak 
 
Many people in the professor’s audience are looking for jobs.  True 
 
What topics does the professor suggest you get clarification on?  the occasion of the lecture and 
the level of interest and sophistication of the audience  (both of the above) 
 
According to the professor, what question would be appropriate to ask your host?  How sophisticated should 
my treatment of the topic be? and  What is the scale of the occasion? (both of the above) 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, when is it appropriate to ask for help from colleagues and librarians?  Ask 
for help from these people when you are not very familiar with the lecture topic. 
 
What advantage of university teaching does he discuss?  He discusses the university’s collegial setting. 
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Why does the professor mention the collegial setting of university teaching?  He mentions it because it 
provides many opportunities for getting help. 
 
According to the professor, what is the consequence of not asking colleagues for help?  You will have wasted 
a major resource. 
 
From which people does he suggest asking for help?  librarians, colleagues, senior colleagues, and  
the person who asked you to give the lecture  
 
According to Professor Kennedy, which features of language are appropriate for lectures?  precise speech 
and formal speech 
 
What might the professor mean when he refers to Churchillian rhetoric?  speaking with very strong, 
emotional language 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, what usually happens when lecturers try to use Churchillian rhetoric?  
Their effort is unsuccessful. 
 
Professor Kennedy’s points about language apply to what type of presentations?  formal presentations 
 
What is the most important thing about language to remember when you’re lecturing?  You need to 
remember that you are giving a speech, not creating a document. 
 
What kind of tone is best when you are lecturing?  a conversational tone 
 
According to the professor, lecturing is like holding up your end of what?  an intelligent conversation 
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 4 
 
Which aspect of “organization” does the professor mainly discuss?  preparation for a lecture 
 
It’s important to consider your conclusion early in your preparations.  True 
 
Who does the professor say are fooling themselves?  He is referring to people who think they can lecture on 
any subject without preparation.   
 
How does Professor Kennedy characterize the importance of organization?  It’s among the most important 
presentation elements. 
 
What is a typical length for lectures in U.S. universities?  50 minutes 
 
According to the professor, the best lecturers don’t need much preparation time.  False 
 
If a good lecture seems spontaneous, it probably is.  False 
 
What does Professor Kennedy do after he has identified his lecture topic?  He lists specific themes. 
 
What is the main purpose of this part of the lecture?  The professor wants to illustrate his point by describing 
a personal example.   
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Where does Professor Kennedy list the themes he wants to discuss?  He composes his list on yellow lined 
paper. 
 
How many lectures does one of Professor Kennedy’s undergraduate courses contain?  40 
 
Professor Kennedy prepares completely differently for an after-dinner speech than for an undergraduate 
lecture.  False 
 
Which question reflects the main point of this segment?  From which perspective should I view the lecture 
topic? 
 
Why does Professor Kennedy compare history, physics, and economics?  He is explaining that within these 
and other fields a diversity of perspectives exists. 
 
According to the lecture, what is the most important part of the preparatory process?  to anticipate your 
conclusion 
 
Why does Professor Kennedy feel the conclusion is so important?  It is the destination of your lecture. 
 
Which word or phrase doesn’t the professor use to describe the conclusion?  “last impression” 
 
He infers that in some cases you will be able to anticipate your conclusion more easily than in others.  True 
 
What does Professor Kennedy mean when he says he begins at the end?  When preparing, first he thinks of 
his conclusion. 
 
Which are the three main steps of Professor Kennedy’s preparation process so far?  He tries to identify the 
conclusion he wants to reach, his point of view, and the major themes he wants to discuss.  
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 5 
 
What does the professor discuss in this segment?  Professor Kennedy discusses the importance of research 
and his personal approach to composing a lecture.  (both of the above) 
 
In the context of this lecture, what is the purpose of research?   to add or find material   
 
What does the professor say about giving a lecture without doing research?  He says it is a fatal error. 
 
What should you have before you begin the research process?  a basic outline 
 
According to the professor, you don’t always need to research your topic. False 
 
According to the professor, doing research is always difficult. False 
 
Which specific objectives of the research process does he mention?  add specific data, find quotes, and find 
visual materials  
 
Which two steps in the preparation process does the professor not mention in this segment?  You’ve thought 
about your introduction, and You’ve gotten help.  
 
What are you ready to do after you’ve done the research?  compose your lecture 
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What is the first thing the professor does when he composes his lecture?  He makes a list of themes and 
elements. 
 
When Professor Kennedy writes his final outline, he does not include all of the themes from his list. 
True 
 
When Professor Kennedy says he’s ready to compose his lecture, what does he mean?  He means that he’s 
ready to write a detailed outline. 
 
Which is the last step in the professor’s composition process?  He makes a catalog of illustrative material. 
 
Which error does Professor Kennedy warn us about?  including too much in your presentation 
 
Which point will the professor return to later in his lecture?  cramming too much into a presentation 
 
What is the purpose of Professor Kennedy’s “catalog of illustrative material”?  It will help him to 
communicate his points. 
 
Lecture 4, Part 6 
 
What is the main theme of this section?  the importance of preparation 
 
What does the letter “D” stand for in the professor’s outline?  delivery 
 
According to the professor, what do you have to do at this point in the process?  “stand and deliver” 
 
Why does the professor say that we’re about to leave the Lord behind?  We are at the end of the word “Lord” 
in his outline. 
 
For Professor Kennedy, the letter “D” marks the end of the preparation process.  True 
 
According to the professor, what do you have to do to avoid being scared?  prepare thoroughly and 
allow yourself enough time to prepare (both of the above) 
 
According to the professor, good preparation is the best way to reduce nervousness.  True 
 
Why does Professor Kennedy compare lecturers with actors?  They both need to rehearse. 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, what do knowing your outline well and using good examples in your 
lecture help you to do?  have confidence 
 
What helps a lecturer have more confidence while lecturing?  knowing the subject, knowing the outline of 
his/her remarks, knowing the destination of the lecture, and having found good examples 
 
Which two methods of rehearsing does Professor Kennedy mention?  rehearsing in front of a mirror and 
rehearsing into a tape recorder   
 
What specific knowledge does the professor say you should have?  You should know what you look and 
sound like to others. 
 
Many of the professor’s remarks in this section are especially intended for beginning lecturers.  True 
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Lecture 4, Part 7 
 
What is the main idea of this section?  You need to consider your appearance. 
 
With what word does Professor Kennedy characterize the importance of appearance?  consequential   
 
What does Professor Kennedy admit about the subject of appearance?  It is largely out of a person’s control. 
 
Professor Kennedy believes that… we have some control over how we present ourselves. 
 
Which is true about the professor’s attitude toward appearance?  He believes that there is room for 
differences in taste. 
 
Why does Professor Kennedy talk about wearing a tie?  It’s his particular approach to his appearance. 
 
Why does the professor wear a tie to work?  He wears a tie because he appreciates his right to do so. 
 
Does the professor think everyone should wear a tie when they lecture?  He doesn’t say. 
 
How long had Professor Kennedy’s family been in the U.S. before people had the right to wear a tie to work?  
over a century and five generations (both of the above) 
 
Professor Kennedy says appearance is an important factor… in how your audience receives your message. 
 
The professor thinks that lecturers must dress in a certain way.  False 
 
According to the lecture, what is true about dress and body language?  They both communicate something to 
your audience. 
 
What does Professor Kennedy think is inappropriate?  to be excessively flamboyant and  
to be excessively slovenly (both of the above) 
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 8 
 
What is most important for a lecturer to think about when considering his or her manner?  The most 
important factor is why his/her audience has come. 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, what should you never do when you give a lecture?  You should never 
apologize. 
 
How does the professor describe the manner of successful lecturers?  A successful lecturer is authoritative 
without being authoritarian and commanding without being condescending. (both of the above) 
 
To which of the professor’s earlier points is manner closely related?  appearance 
 
The professor thinks that a lecturer should have a conversational tone, but not appear to be too casual.  True 
 
The professor’s characteristics of good manner are related to… what the audience expects from a lecturer. 
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According to the professor, which two things does an audience expect from a lecturer?  confidence and 
knowledge 
 
According to the professor, which two things doesn’t an audience want to see in a lecturer? ignorance and 
nervousness  
 
What mistake does the professor warn us about in this segment?  showing too much confidence 
 
What words describe the professor’s ideal manner?  confident knowledge 
 
According to the professor, what is the consequence of showing too much confidence?  It gives the 
impression that the lecturer thinks he/she is superior to the audience. 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, when is the worst time to apologize?  at the beginning of a lecture 
 
With regard to the mistake of apologizing, which group is Professor Kennedy particularly concerned about?  
beginning lecturers 
 
The professor thinks apologizing is a common mistake.  True 
 
The professor says that sometimes it is appropriate to apologize.  False 
 
According to the lecture, why might a lecturer want to tell the audience about a sick child at home? 
to invite the sympathy of the audience 
 
What reasons for feeling apologetic does the professor mention?  You haven’t had time to prepare and you 
are distracted.  (both of the above) 
 
According to the professor, inviting the audience’s sympathy is a good idea.  False 
 
What is the professor trying to illustrate when he talks about sick family members?  He is giving examples of 
why a lecturer may be distracted.  
 
According to the professor, apologizing is like telling the audience what?  You’ve made a mistake by coming 
to this lecture.  
 
Professor Kennedy thinks the audience won’t be bothered if they know the lecturer is distracted. 
False 
 
What does he mean when he says the audience didn’t come because “they think you’re a fellow traveler 
through this veil of tears”?  He means that audiences want to hear about the lecturer’s knowledge, not 
problems. 
 
What, according to Professor Kennedy, is a “bad tactical error”?  apologizing in order to invite sympathy 
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Lecture 4, Part 9 
 
What is the main idea of this segment?  Lecturers must not develop distracting physical habits. 
 
Why does the professor tell the story about his teacher?  The purpose of the story was to show the effects of a 
nervous tick. 
 
What does the professor say you have to control?  your limbs and your appearance  
 
 
Why does he mention the electronic eye?  It is an example of a limitation on movement. 
 
What does Professor Kennedy mean when he refers to the electronic eye?  He is talking about a television 
camera.  
 
According to the professor, what is the effect of having the electronic eye in the room?  The lecturer needs to 
stay within the frame of the picture. 
 
Which statement about the school is true?  It was a high school for boys. 
 
According to the professor, how tall was the teacher?  about 6 feet 5 inches 
 
Which adjective best describes the teacher?  thin 
 
The teacher was seen by his students as taller than he really was.  True 
 
What subject did the teacher teach?  classical history 
 
Which pieces of the teacher’s clothing did Professor Kennedy mention?  his belt and 
his cassock  (both of the above) 
 
Was the teacher a good lecturer?  Yes 
 
Why did the teacher’s belt appear to students like it was around his knees?  The teacher was very tall. 
 
Why did the teacher wear a cassock and a cincture?  He was a priest. 
 
What was the problem with the teacher’s lectures?  The teacher had a tick. 
 
Which three adjectives describe the teacher?  respected, knowledgeable, and wonderful  
 
What was the main result of the teacher’s tick?  He pushed his cincture increasingly lower. 
 
What did the students do as a result of the teacher’s tick?  They formed a pool. 
 
What is the teacher’s name?  Father Coughlin 
 
On what outcome did the students form a pool?  They formed a pool on how many times the teacher would 
push his belt down and how far above the floor his belt would be by the end of the lecture. (both of the 
above) 
 
How often would the students form a pool?  every day 
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About what area of the world did Father Coughlin teach?  Greece and Rome 
 
How old were the students in Father Coughlin’s class?  14  
 
How were the students affected by their pool?  They didn’t pay attention to the lectures. 
 
Why were the students so absorbed in the pool?  There was money involved. 
 
In what decade was Professor Kennedy a teenager?  the 1950s  
 
Who were Darias and Xerxes?  famous historical men 
 
According to the professor, what is an easy habit to fall into?  developing a nervous tick 
 
According to the professor, why might someone develop a tick?  psychological reasons 
 
According to the professor, what is the main consequence of developing a tic?  It weakens your ability to 
communicate. 
 
According to the professor, what is the basic mission of giving a lecture?  to communicate some body of 
knowledge or thought 
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 10 
 
What was the professor’s main point about appearance and manner?  You should be as professional as you 
can. 
 
How does the professor feel about the introduction of a lecture?  The introduction is your best opportunity to 
announce your argument. 
 
What is the professor’s formula for a lecturer’s appearance and manner?  You should be yourself, but your 
most professional self. 
 
With what words does the professor describe his preferred appearance and manner?  You should be 
“yourself,” “your best prepared self,” “your best informed self,” and “your most professional self.”  
 
Why does the professor say that a lecture isn’t a stage performance?  He thinks lecturers should let their 
natural personalities show. 
 
Why does the professor talk about ranting to one’s family at dinner?  It is an example of an unprofessional 
manner during a lecture. 
 
What does Professor Kennedy admit doing frequently?  He admits to ranting to his family. 
 
What does Professor Kennedy mean when he talks about being “your best professional self”?  speaking 
authoritatively and communicating well 
 
According to the professor, what are the two most important parts of a presentation?  the introduction and the 
conclusion 
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What old saying does the professor refer to?  You only have one chance to make a first impression. 
 
Why does the professor refer to this old saying?  It is true in life and in lecturing. 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, the introduction is your best opportunity to do what?  It is your best 
opportunity to put your remarks into a context, announce your basic argument, and establish your 
destination. (all of the above) 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, what can you signal in the introduction?  the subject 
 
Which three sentences does the professor’s “chestnut” include?  Tell them what you’re going to say.  Say it.  
Tell them what you said. 
  
Professor Kennedy thinks his chestnut applies to any kind of lecture.  True 
 
Which part of the professor’s chestnut applies to the introduction?  Tell them what you’re going to say. 
 
The chestnut that the professor mentions is a relatively new one.  False 
 
Why does the professor think the chestnut has survived so long?  It is true. 
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 11 
 
What does “S” signify in the professor’s outline?  simple 
 
Which sentence reflects a main idea of this segment?  It is usually not a good idea to include a lot of main 
points in a lecture. 
 
Who does Professor Kennedy quote in this segment?  Theodore Roosevelt 
 
What does Professor Kennedy say is not appropriate for a spoken lecture?  a finely textured argument 
 
To what does Theodore Roosevelt compare a successful political speech?  a cartoon 
 
What did Theodore Roosevelt mean when he said a “successful political speech is not a portrait, but a 
cartoon”?  He meant that political speeches should by simple. 
 
Does Professor Kennedy think Theodore Roosevelt’s rule about political speeches applies to lectures?  Yes 
 
According to the professor, how many salient points do most successful lectures have?  a handful 
 
Does Professor Kennedy think that his lecture today contains more salient points than most successful 
lectures?  Yes 
 
How many principal points does the professor think a lecture can typically have?  no more than three or four 
 
Why is it often a bad idea to include more than 4 main points in a lecture?  The professor thinks it’s hard to 
develop more than that and to leave more than that in the minds of your listeners. (both of the above) 
 
What can you infer from this segment?  Professor Kennedy feels that his observations might not apply 
equally to all academic fields. 
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What is Professor Kennedy’s academic field?  American history 
 
What happens if you read a quote in the middle of a presentation?  It changes the tone of the presentation. 
 
If you use quoted material in your lecture, what rule should you follow?  Keep the quotes short. 
 
Professor Kennedy will read a quote in order to illustrate his point.  False 
 
Why does reading a quote change the tone of a presentation?  Most quotes are not meant to be communicated 
through speech. 
 
What words does he use to contrast oral and written communication?  He says these forms of communication 
“are two entirely different mediums” and “don’t serve the same purpose.” (both of the above) 
 
According to the professor, most quotes come from written texts.  True 
 
What does Professor Kennedy never do?   He never speaks from a verbatim text. 
 
Why does Professor Kennedy mention Ronald Reagan?  He delivered speeches from verbatim texts, and did 
it well. 
 
Instead of a verbatim text, what does the professor have in front of him during his lectures?  an outline or 
some notes 
 
According to the professor, many people can deliver an effective speech from a printed page.  False 
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 12 
 
Which two words describe his main points in this section?  “clarity” and “accordion” 
 
What does the professor mean when he talks about an accordion?  He is referring to flexibility. 
 
Why is it important to remember that a lecture is an oral presentation?  The demands of clarity are higher for 
speaking than for writing. 
 
According to the professor, what advantages do readers have over listeners?  Readers can look at a page 
again, readers can look at footnotes, readers can read the epilogue and readers can read the conclusion.   
 
According to the professor, what is the purpose of mileposts?  They help the listener follow the lecture. 
 
In addition to using mileposts, what else does he mention for helping the clarity of a lecture?  keeping the 
lecture simple and limiting the number of points (both of the above) 
 
What does the professor give as examples of mileposts?  the points in his own mnemonic.   
 
Professor Kennedy thinks that a speaker’s mileposts should not be too obvious.  False 
 
In an oral medium, what is especially important to provide to the listener?  signposts 
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Why is it a good idea to provide your listeners with a mnemonic?  It is a way of giving listeners a framework 
for understanding and providing listeners with reminders and signposts.  (both of the above) 
 
What advantage of providing a framework does Professor Kennedy mention?  If people’s attention wanders, 
they can get back. 
 
The professor infers that providing a clear framework comes more naturally in print than in an oral 
presentation.  True 
 
What are two things a lecturer needs to be prepared to do?  add material to the lecture and delete material 
from the lecture  
 
According to the professor, why might you need extra illustrations and anecdotes?  You would need them if 
you had extra time to fill in your lecture. 
 
According to the professor, what increases the need for flexibility?  speaking from an outline 
 
According to the professor, what often happens while you are lecturing?  You think of a new idea that you 
want to add. 
 
According to the professor, why is it often necessary to have material you can delete from your lecture?  You 
decide to add something.  You get interrupted by a question.  (both of the above) 
 
What is the best explanation of what Professor Kennedy means by being flexible?  having superfluous 
material you can add or delete 
 
The professor has not been interrupted by a question so far in his lecture.  True  
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 13 
 
What is the main point of this segment?  Repetition is good. 
 
Why is repetition good in lectures?  The oral medium of a lecture requires it. 
 
According to the professor, how can repetition benefit your listeners?  They can follow your argument better. 
 
What does he mean when he says you should be a “representative of the department of redundancy 
department”?  You should repeat yourself. 
 
Being repetitive is good for the same reason that being simple and clear is good.  True 
 
According to the study, what is a sign of effective teaching?  how often the teacher says the word “like” 
 
Which statement would Professor Kennedy agree with?  It is good to repeat an idea, but you should repeat it 
in different ways. 
 
Why is saying “like” effective in the classroom?  It can be used to refer back to an earlier point. 
 
Why does Professor Kennedy mention Aristotle and John Rawls?  They are mentioned to show how the word 
“like” can be used. 
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According to the professor, what is the main advantage of repetition?   Repetition helps support many 
different learning styles. 
 
What does he mean when he says people have different cognitive channels?  People assimilate material in 
different ways. 
 
Which of these sentences is true?  Neither of the above sentences is true. 
 
In what way does he contrast oral presentations from printed arguments?  Professor Kennedy says that 
repetition is good in the oral medium but bad in print. 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, which of these characteristics lead to successful lecturing? redundancy, 
repeating things in different ways, recognizing that people learn differently, and understanding differences 
between oral presentations and print  
 
 
Lecture 4, Part 14 
 
Which words represent Professor Kennedy’s final two points?  “end” and “done” 
 
Which three adjectives does the professor use to describe his ideal ending?  punchy, concrete, and  
memorable  
 
Why does Professor compare the ending to the introduction?  He considers them to be crucial elements of a 
successful lecture. 
 
What does he mean when he says you should “close the circle of your presentation”?  He means that you 
should refer back to the introduction. 
 
According to the professor, what do you have to do during the lecture to leave enough time for your 
conclusion?  You have to play your accordion sufficiently well. 
 
How many aspects of a successful lecture is he going to list?  three  
 
To have been successful, a lecturer must have… imparted useful information. 
 
What is the second aspect of a successful lecture?  To have been successful, a lecturer must have stimulated 
the audience’s interest for his/her topic. 
 
What is the third aspect of a successful lecture?  To have been successful, a lecturer must have left some 
“food for thought”. 
 
According to Professor Kennedy, what is the primary measure of a successful lecture?  how much the 
audience thinks about the lecture topic  
 
What does he mean when he says, “When you’re done, you’re done’’?  When you finish your conclusion, 
don’t add anything.  
 
According to the professor, if you add something after you’re done, what might be the consequence?  You 
might confuse the audience. 
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Lecture 5: The History of Slavery 
 
Lecture 5, Part 1 
 
What is particularly challenging about studying slavery?  Slavery was based on ideas very different from 
those of today. 
 
Professor Morris thinks the wickedness of slave owners can explain slavery.  False 
 
According to the professor, how do people characterize the idea of slavery today?  “evil and unacceptable”   
 
Why does the professor contrast slavery with 17th-century military maneuvers?  He is saying that slavery is 
harder to understand than military history. 
 
Why does the professor stress that slavery was a part of everyday life for many people?  He does this to 
emphasize the difference in moral principles between then and now. 
 
What does the professor infer in this segment?  Part of a historian’s job is to understand societies that are 
fundamentally different from his or her own. 
 
What does the professor think is relatively easy to imagine?  being the victim of slavery 
 
With what words does he describe slavery from the point of view of the slave?  “inexplicable violence” 
 
What does the professor think is difficult to imagine?  being a slave owner 
 
What did many slave owners believe?  They believed that having slaves was okay to do and having slaves 
was a very good idea. (both of the above) 
 
Why does he think it’s important to think about the issues of slavery?  It causes us to consider the values of 
our own world. 
 
Which two statements does the professor say are true according to today’s values?  Everyone deserves 
respect.  No one can be treated like a slave.  
 
What makes today’s world historically unusual?  the belief that no people can be enslaved 
 
To most people throughout history, slavery has been unacceptable.  False 
 
What explanation is mentioned for why people owned slaves?  Most people throughout history have been 
wicked. 
 
What does the professor infer about his first explanation for slavery?  He thinks it is not a good explanation. 
 
19th-century American slave owners thought of themselves as wicked.  False 
 
The professor thinks that 19th-century American slave owners must have had some good qualities.  True 
 
Based on this segment, what will Professor Morris most likely talk about in his lecture?  He will talk about 
explanations for slavery that are more persuasive than “wickedness.” 
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Lecture 5, Part 2 
 
What is Professor Morris going to focus on in his lecture?  general historical models of slavery 
 
Slavery was very common in the ancient worlds.  True 
 
Why are ancient historians particularly interested in slavery?  It was a major institution in ancient Greece and 
Rome. 
 
How many of the people in classical Athens were slaves?  about a quarter or a third 
 
Which historical period does “classical” Athens refer to?  the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. 
 
Where did the slaves in ancient Athens come from?  from outside the community 
 
What type of historian is Professor Morris?  He is an ancient historian.  
 
The proportion of slaves in classical Athens was similar to which other society?  the U.S. South in the early 
19th century 
 
What does the high proportion of slaves mean to the professor?  Slavery was an essential fact of life in the 
ancient worlds. 
 
Why were a few ancient Athenian authors upset?  Poor citizens and slaves dressed the same. 
 
What type of rules did the Athenian authors want?  They wanted rules which would differentiate between 
slaves and citizens. 
 
What was the professor’s main point here about ancient Athens?  Slaves were everywhere. 
 
Slavery in ancient Athens must not have been based on race.  True 
 
Why does the professor mention the U.S. South?  Slavery existed there and a lot of historical documentation 
has survived from there.  (both of the above) 
 
What does the professor say about the evidence surviving from ancient Greece?  It is relatively poor.  
 
According to the professor, how might comparative history help ancient historians?  They can use one 
historical period to answer questions about another. 
 
The professor is suggesting that slavery in ancient Athens might help us to understand slavery in the U.S. 
South.  False 
 
What does he mean when he says the evidence surviving from ancient Greece is relatively poor?   He means 
that it’s poor relative to modern historical periods. 
 
What do historians use to “fill in the gaps” in their case studies of slavery?  generalizations about slavery 
 
According to the lecture, what have ancient historians written a lot about?  comparative histories of slavery 
 
Professor Morris is going to discuss specific conclusions about the ancient world.  False 
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According to the lecture, which topic do ancient historians often find most interesting?  general historical 
models about slavery 
 
Why is it important to build general historical models about slavery?  It is part of the process of 
understanding the ancient world. 
 
 
Lecture 5, Part 3 
 
For Professor Morris, what was the most important aspect of Moses Finley’s work?  He identified different 
types of slave-owning societies. 
 
What was the purpose of the course Professor Morris had taught during the spring?  to compare different 
slave-holding societies 
 
Which four societies did Professor Morris’ class study?  Athens in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C.,  Rome and 
Italy in the 2nd and 1st centuries B.C., the U.S. South from the 17th through 19th centuries A.D., West Africa 
from the 17th through 19th centuries A.D.  
 
Why were the professor’s students comparing different slave-owning societies?  They were trying to see if 
any generalizations could be made. 
 
According to the lecture, where did most American slaves come from?  West Africa 
 
Although slaves were exported from West Africa, slavery did not exist within Africa.  False 
 
Which is not a reason why Professor Morris chose the four societies for his course?  These four societies 
were particularly interesting to the students. 
 
Which is an inference that the professor makes?  Historical source material is not easily available for all 
societies. 
 
What two questions reflect the focus of the professor’s course?  How does the system of slavery work?  What 
is it like to live in a world with slavery?   
 
Why didn’t the professor’s class study other interesting slave societies?  There is not enough known about 
many of them. 
 
Why is Moses Finley important?  He has done more comparative work on slavery than anybody. 
 
There is very little historical work about slavery which has compared information from around the world.  
False 
 
When was Moses Finley writing about slavery?  the late 1950s through the early 1980s 
 
What are the two types of societies that Moses Finley identified?  true slave societies and slave-owning 
societies  
 
Which two aspects of slavery was Moses Finley probably most interested in?  the economic aspect and the 
social aspect  
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What did Finley do differently than historians who had come before him?  Finley identified different types of 
societies which owned slaves. 
 
What would happen if you took the slaves out of a “true slave society”?  There would be revolutionary 
changes. 
 
What would happen if you took the slaves out of a “slave-owning society”?  There would not be much 
change.  
 
There have been many “slave-owning societies.”  True 
 
There have been many “true slave societies.”  False 
 
Which best describes the role of slavery in a “true slave society”?  Slavery was economically necessary.   
 
 
Lecture 5, Part 4 
 
Why does Professor Morris discuss Rome and Italy in the 2nd and 1st centuries B.C.?  It is an example of a 
true slave society.  
 
According to the professor, if the slaves had suddenly been removed from Rome in the  1st century B.C…. 
the whole society would have been transformed.  
 
According to the lecture, what was a consequence of Rome’s population growth?  Rome’s large population 
established it as a “super city” in the ancient world and as one of the world’s biggest cities in the 1st century 
B.C.  (both of the above) 
 
What was the population of Rome in the 1st century B.C.?  1,000,000 
 
According to Finley’s conclusions, Rome in the 1st century B.C. was a classic case of a true slave society.  
True 
 
What fundamental urban problem does Professor Morris identify?  feeding the people 
 
According to Professor Morris, why was feeding the people a challenge in a city like Rome?  Most people 
did not grow their own food. 
 
According to the lecture, how was it possible for Rome to grow so big?  The change to slave labor increased 
agricultural production. 
 
Why did slaves make it possible to increase agricultural production?  The slaves could be pushed to work 
harder and they didn’t keep any of the food they produced.  
 
What was the result of the increased agricultural production?  Rich landowners made huge profits and 
generated large agricultural surpluses.  (both of the above) 
 
What did the landowners do with the agricultural surpluses?  They sold the surplus food at the market. 
 
Poor farmers lost their land to rich Romans.  True 
  
What happened to the poor farmers after they lost their land?  They went to the City of Rome.  
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Which statements are true about Italy in the 50s and 40s B.C.?  The total population was about four million.  
Julius Caesar lived during this time.  
 
In the context of the lecture, why was it significant that the poor farmers went to the City of Rome? 
They had to buy food at the urban market.  
 
What did Spartacus try to do?  free the slaves  
 
What would have happened if all the slaves in Italy had been freed?  Professor Morris says that the rich 
would have lost control of their land and there wouldn’t have been enough to eat in Rome.  (both of the 
above) 
 
When was Spartacus’ rebellion?  73-71 B.C. 
 
How quickly would Italian society have been transformed by the freeing of all the slaves?  overnight 
 
There were many slave societies similar to Rome and Italy.  False 
 
What happened to Spartacus?  He was killed. 
 
 
Lecture 5, Part 5 
 
What is the main focus of this segment?  the necessary conditions for true slave societies to occur   
 
What is Finley trying to explain with his three conditions?  He is trying to explain how slavery on a massive 
scale could develop. 
 
What is important about the timing of Finley’s three conditions?  For a true slave society to develop, Finley’s 
conditions must exist at the same time. 
 
Why was the ownership of large pieces of land an important part of Finley’s first condition? The owners of 
this land would need to use laborers from outside their families. 
 
What does Finley’s first condition require?  private ownership of land 
 
Finley’s first condition states that there had to be people with a lot of land who needed laborers throughout 
the year.  True 
 
Finley’s conditions apply to a world which was primarily… agrarian.  
 
What is Finley’s second condition?  The second condition requires the existence of markets where 
commodities can be sold. 
 
What is Finley’s third condition?  The third condition requires the unavailability of an internal labor supply. 
 
If an internal labor supply was not available, what did that mean for landowners?  They had to get laborers 
from outside their community. 
 
In what way is Finley’s third condition different from the first two?  It is a negative condition. 
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In which condition was Finley most interested?  the third  
 
According to the professor, if you were a rich person with a lot of land and access to a market, what wouldn’t 
you want to do?  push a plow 
 
If you had been a large landowner in Italy, you would have wanted to… have workers generate profits for 
you. 
 
According to the professor, what do you do in the modern world when you need workers?  You hire wage 
laborers. 
 
What had been uncommon before the recent past?  wage labor 
 
Which situation below would not help lead to slavery on a massive scale?  peasant farmers working for rich 
landowners 
 
Romans could not hire peasant farmers to work as wage laborers.  True 
 
Why couldn’t Romans hire peasant farmers to work as wage laborers?  mostly political reasons 
 
 
Lecture 5, Part 6 
 
What historical question does Professor Morris introduce in this section?  What made the use of slaves a 
reasonable option? 
 
Which two aspects of slavery does Finley explain?  the economic aspect and the social aspect  
 
For the today’s historians, what is the problem with Finley’s work?  It raises as many questions as it solves. 
 
What question about slavery does Professor Morris return to?  What made slavery a thinkable thing to do? 
 
According to Professor Morris, what do we need to study to understand why slavery was acceptable?  
cultural history 
 
How did the Virginians solve the problem of not having enough wage labor?  They brought slaves from 
Africa. 
 
Based on the lecture, what are two important elements of cultural history?  notions of the person and 
structure of the community 
 
 
Lecture 5, Part 7 
 
What is the main purpose of this section of the lecture?  to help understand what slave owners were thinking 
 
What is the main reason the professor talks about Marshal Sahlins?  Sahlins’ diagram is useful. 
 
Who is Marshal Sahlins?  He is an anthropologist and is from the University of Chicago. 
 
How did Marshal Sahlins contribute to Professor Morris’ course on slavery?  He lectured at Stanford halfway 
through the course.   
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What item did Professor Morris find particularly useful in Marshal Sahlins’ book?  a diagram 
 
What is the name of Marshal Sahlins’ book?  Stone Age Economics 
 
What was the original purpose of Sahlins’ diagram?  exchange patterns and trading networks in simple 
societies. 
 
For what purpose does Professor Morris want to use Sahlins’ diagram?  He wants to use it to summarize 
some ideas about slavery.  
 
Professor Morris adapted Sahlins’ diagram for a new purpose.  True 
 
Why had Professor Morris looked through the book Stone Age Economics?  He was trying to prepare for 
Marshal Sahlins’ visit. 
 
According to Marshal Sahlins, what surrounds every person?  an inner core of people 
 
How does Sahlins describe interactions within one’s inner group?  He says these interactions are based on 
reciprocity. 
 
What example does the professor give to illustrate “reciprocity” within one’s inner group?  not selling 
breakfast to one’s children 
 
The professor infers that the rules of “reciprocity” are based on what a society accepts as normal. 
True 
 
Why does the professor talk about selling breakfast to a hungry man coming down the street?  He is using 
this example to contrast different levels of relationships. 
 
The professor infers that a hungry man walking down your street might be in your inner group of people.  
False 
 
How does the professor characterize people in your “lineage sector”?  These are people who you do not have 
to treat as equally or fairly.  
 
How does the professor characterize the people within your inner core?  They are people with whom you 
cannot transact in a commercial way. 
 
There are only three circles in Sahlins’ diagram.  False 
 
What is in the innermost circle in Sahlins’ diagram?  the individual 
 
What happens as you move to the outer circles in Sahlins’ diagram?  You can infer that the individual cares 
less and less about the people in those circles and doesn’t feel obligated to treat those people in a fair way.  
(both of the above) 
 
According to Professor Morris, Sahlins’ diagram applies to all societies.  True 
 
Which completion is false?  In the final circle of Sahlins’ diagram, there were people whom the individual 
thought of as superior but dangerous. 
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Which completion is true?  According to the professor, today’s values about how other people can be treated 
are different from those of slave-holding societies. 
 
 
Lecture 5, Part 8 
 
Which factor contributed to the acceptance of slavery?  a strong sense of community 
 
What concerns Professor Morris about the history of slavery?  The assumptions on which slavery is based 
never go away. 
 
According to the lecture, what does slavery largely depend on?  how much is shared among community 
members 
 
Why does Professor Morris mention race and religion?  They are examples of defining characteristics for a 
community. 
 
What historical paradox does the professor mention?  The more “human” people have been to those within 
their own group, the less “human” they have been to those outside that group. 
 
According to the professor, the more people think they share with their community members,… the less 
people feel they can degrade or exploit them. 
 
According to Moses Finley, what is one of the great paradoxes of Greek history?  Freedom and slavery 
developed at the same time. 
 
Who did ancient Greeks believe could be enslaved?  outsiders 
 
What conclusions does Professor Morris make from Mr. Bills’ comments?  Mr. Bills thought he was doing a 
good thing for the slaves and doing his best with an institution that had already been established.  
 
Who was Mr. Bills?  a former slave owner from Tennessee 
 
Which sentence is true about Mr. Bills?  He did not think slaves would be successful as free citizens. 
 
What year did Mr. Bills make his comments?  1866  
 
What subject was Mr. Bills talking about?  emancipation 
 
Based on Mr. Bills’ comments, what must emancipation mean?  the freeing of the slaves 
 
What is the main reason the professor mentions Hannah Arendt?  Her concept of the “banality of evil” 
applies to slavery. 
 
What was the main question of Hannah Arendt’s book Eichmann in Jerusalem?  How could Nazi 
functionaries do such terrible things? 
 
What does Hannah Arendt mean when she talks about the “banality of evil”?  Evil practices are less likely to 
be questioned if they are part of a common routine or system.  
 
Based on the lecture, which two sentences about Hannah Arendt are true?  She wrote the book Eichmann in 
Jerusalem.  She is a philosopher.  
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Whom does Professor Morris compare to slaves?  Jews under the Nazi system 
 
What does the professor say about the events in Nazi Germany in the 1930s?  They were bizarre,  
they were an abrupt switch from a liberal republic to the Nazi system, and they show that the assumptions on 
which slavery rests still exist.  
 
 
Lecture 6: The Geology of Volcanoes 
 
Lecture 6, Part 1 
 
Which two types of volcanic eruptions does Professor Mahood identify?  eruptions powered by gases and by 
water 
 
Which of these is a main purpose of this part of the lecture?  the definition of key terms 
 
What topic is the professor going to talk about first?  She will talk about what controls volcanic hazards. 
 
Why is the professor going to focus mostly on U.S. volcanoes?  Her audience is more likely to have contact 
with volcanoes there. 
 
What does Professor Mahood infer?  She infers that she is involved in university administration. 
 
The professor’s talk will only apply to volcanoes in the U.S.  False 
 
What is the definition of “magma”?  molten rock, usually with gasses dissolved in it 
 
What three gases are found in magma?  water, CO2, sulfur gas  
 
Which gas gives volcanoes their “rotten egg” smell?  H2S  
 
The dominant gasses in magma are water and sulfur gas.  False 
 
What is H2S?  It is a kind of sulfur gas.  
 
What is the other sulfur gas found in magma?  SO2  
 
What happens if you inhale SO2?  It reacts with the water in your lungs, and it doesn’t feel very good.  
 
SO2 reacts with the water in your lungs to form… sulfuric acid. 
 
What powers most kinds of volcanic eruptions?  gas coming out of solution 
 
What does the professor compare to a volcanic eruption?  CO2 gas coming out of solution in a champagne 
bottle 
 
In the professor’s example, why does the CO2 gas come out of solution and form bubbles?  It is a result of 
the lower pressure. 
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Which is true about the gas that powers volcanic eruptions?  It is dissolved in magma at depth and it expands 
when it comes out of solution.  (Both of the above are true.) 
 
How does water cause volcanic eruptions?  Water expands when it hits hot magma or rock. 
 
What three examples does the professor give of water sources that can cause eruptions?  ground water, 
stream water, and lake water  
 
What happens when water hits hot rock or magma?  The water flashes to steam.  
 
What do you call an eruption that is powered by volcanic gasses?  a magmatic eruption 
 
How much does water expand when it hits magma?  Its volume expands by a factor of 24. 
 
What happens to nearby rock when water flashes to steam?  The rocks are blasted apart.   
 
Hydrovolcanic eruptions are of higher temperature than magmatic eruptions.  False 
 
 
Lecture 6, Part 2 
 
What is the professor’s main purpose in this part of the lecture?  It is to introduce four types of rocks.   
 
What does a volcano’s rock type determine?  It effects eruption temperature and the explosiveness of the 
eruption. (both of the above) 
 
What are the four rock names that Professor Mahood identifies?  andesite, dasite, basalt and rhyolite  
 
What similarity between geology and French does the professor mention?  Introductory geology and French 
courses have about the same amount of new vocabulary. 
 
What is the most abundant element in the four types of rocks?  silica 
 
What do calcium, magnesium, titanium, and iron have in common?  They are elements of which rhyolite has 
less than basalt. 
 
What is the formula for silica?  SIO2   
 
Which rock has the most silica?  rhyolite  
 
Which rock has the least silica?  basalt  
 
According to the professor, why do basalts have more calcium and iron than rhyolites?  Basalts have less 
silica.   
 
Besides its dark color, what is another characteristic of basalt?  It is fertile for plants. 
 
Why isn’t rhyolite fertile for plants?  Rhyolite has a lot of silica.  
 
Why does Professor Mahood mention pineapple and sugarcane?  They can grow on basalt flows.  
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The professor infers that pine forests do not require very fertile conditions.  True 
 
Which type of rock produces the highest eruption temperatures?  basalts 
 
Why are rhyolites less fluid than basalts?  This is because rhyolites have lower eruption temperatures than 
basalts. 
 
Why does Professor Mahood compare volcanic rocks to honey and tar.  All of them become more fluid as 
they get hotter. 
 
Which type of lava moves like toothpaste during eruptions?  rhyolite lava 
 
How much more viscous are rhyolites than basalts?  Rhyolites are five orders of magnitude more viscous 
than basalts. 
 
Why does Professor Mahood mention Hawaii?  Lavas in Hawaii run like water. 
 
Based on the context of the lecture, which is more viscous, water or toothpaste?  Toothpaste is more viscous.  
 
What is important about the amount of water in volcanic rock?  The more water that comes out of solution, 
the more explosive the eruption is. 
 
What percent of rhyolite’s weight is water?  up to 6% 
 
Why does water cause explosive eruptions?  When pressure is released, the water in the magma expands in 
volume.  
 
What percent of basalt’s weight is water?  a few tenths of a percent 
 
What factors combine to make rhyolite eruptions explosive?  Rhyolite magma is viscous, and there is a lot of 
water in rhyolite.  
 
Why does pressure build up so much inside rhyolite magma?  The water has to fight through viscous magma. 
 
Which are the most severe volcanic hazards?  rhyolite eruptions 
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Lecture Transcripts 
 
Lecture 4 
How to Give a Lecture 
 
Part 1 
 
My purpose here today is quite simple.  I intend to deliver on my brief and to talk to you about how to give a 
lecture.  This will be a very basic primer on a very elemental subject: how to go about doing the kind of 
teaching in the sort of format that most of us employ for an awful large part of our professional lives.  I 
intend to illustrate this presentation lavishly with fragments from my own autobiography, and I will consider 
this presentation successful if, in the end, it serves not as a model to be slavishly copied, but as an inspiration 
to you on which you may improve. 
 
Now all lecturing involves a certain amount of ritual.  It is a ritualistic occasion in part, no matter what we try 
to pretend otherwise, and therefore I think it’s proper to begin this presentation with a brief prayer.  And the 
prayer I’ve selected, in fact, might be taken as the standard graduate student supplication, the prayer of every 
novice lecturer, and I will put it up on the screen. 
 
Now, this prayer, in fact, can be taken to do double duty: not just as a necessary supplication to the 
Almighty, but also as a mnemonic device.  So I want to take this prayer as the basis of my outline. 
 
Part 2 
 
The first and most important thing every lecturer needs to consider when confronting the dreaded prospect of 
standing in front of an audience, strange or familiar, and deliver supposedly authoritative remarks is: What is 
the occasion?  Simple enough consideration, but it’s a question you need to ask yourself.  Is the lecture 
you’re called upon to give on any particular occasion a part of a series in a course?  Is it one of forty lectures 
you’re giving in an undergraduate survey course, for example?  Is it a single lecture given as a guest speaker 
at another campus or in someone else’s course?  Is it part of three lectures that form a presentation on a 
subpart of the general topic in another course, or just what have you. What might be the occasion for your 
remarks is the very first thing you need to consider. 
 
And as part of that, of course, you need to also…to consider who is your audience insofar as you can puzzle 
it out.  Sometimes it’s in the nature of the game that you can’t know in advance very much who your 
audience might be, but on other occasions you have a very definite idea.  You know if your audience is 
composed primarily of freshmen or graduate students or professional colleagues or the general public or that 
most dreaded assignment of all, alumni. 
 
But the context, both intellectual and you might say atmospheric… What is the subject matter?  What’s the 
scale and scope that’s appropriate for your presentation in the general framework in which your presentation 
sits?  Who is your audience?  How much prior knowledge do they have of your subject matter?  Are you 
introducing them to a topic or carrying them along to an already… further on an already advanced level of 
understanding.  All of these things are absolutely crucial as you begin to think about the particular 
presentation you’re going to make.  There is no such thing, I believe, as a generic lecture, with the single 
exception of this one.  All lectures need to be tailored to a particular occasion, a particular format, a 
particular audience.  And to the extent that you’re able to do so, you need to know in advance, before you 
start preparing your remarks, what is the occasion, what is the context, what is the format, and who is your 
audience. 
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Part 3 
 
Now the second thing, which I suppose comes naturally to all of us as we think about an assignment like 
this,… is the second item noted up here on the outline… is help.  It’s perfectly legitimate – indeed, I would 
say virtually mandatory – to ask for help when you’re beginning to prepare your remarks.  If you’re a guest 
lecturer on some occasion in some foreign institution, or if you’re giving a job talk, something I suppose is 
on the minds of many people in this room, it is highly appropriate for you to ask for help from your host, or 
the person that has invited you, to get the feel of the occasion, to ask what is the level of sophistication and 
interest of your audience.  It’s perfectly appropriate to ask your host for suggestions about the level of 
sophistication at which you might pitch your remarks, about the scale of the enterprise that you’re 
undertaking. 
 
And again, it’s perfectly appropriate in this regard, if you’re asked to give a lecture on a subject that perhaps 
that isn’t as familiar to you as others, to ask help not only from the person or persons that invited you, but 
from reference librarians, colleagues, and so on.  This business that we’re engaged in, in university teaching, 
is by its very nature a collegial enterprise, and if you don’t take advantage of the collegial setting in which 
you’re conducting your professional lives, you’re letting a major resource go to waste.  So do ask for help.  
Ask for help from the person who put you into this situation in the first place.  Ask for help from librarians.  
Ask for help from colleagues.  Ask for help from your senior colleagues, if that’s what the occasion requires. 
 
Next item is language.  A formal presentation, such as a stand-up lecture like this one, calls, I think, for 
precise and more-or-less formal speech.  It’s not the occasion, by and large, for slang, except used 
judiciously.  And, for most of us, an occasion like this is not an appropriate platform to try to achieve flights 
of Churchillian rhetoric.  Few of us are genetically capable of that.  In any case,… and to make the effort 
usually falls…the effort usually falls flat on its face.   
 
The most important thing about language to remember when you’re lecturing is to keep in mind that you are 
giving a speech, not creating a written document.  You are trying to conduct, you might say –  although 
there’s a certain one-way character to a lecture, to be sure – you’re trying to hold up your end, you might say, 
of an intelligent conversation.  So the ideal, I think, is to strive for a conversational tone. 
 
Part 4 
 
We come next to O, for organization, probably among the very most important elements in any successful 
oral presentation.  You need to prepare in advance.  There are those among us who fancy themselves capable 
of getting up on a moment’s notice and delivering, in full, fully formed paragraphs, fifty minutes of wisdom 
on any anointed subject.  There are very few such people among us, in reality.  And those of us who 
occasionally pretend that we have that extra genetic endowment that permits us to do such things are fooling 
ourselves.  All the best lectures are the tip of an iceberg of considerable advance preparation, no matter how 
artfully conversational or how wonderfully spontaneous they might appear.  If they are successful, by and 
large, they are the product of a lot of very serious preparation. 
 
Now, in my own case, there is sort of a process of preparation that I go through, and I will try to describe it 
for you.  First of all, once I’ve isolated a certain lecture topic, be it a guest lecture at another institution or in 
a… in somebody else’s course, or an after dinner speech, or an alumni talk, or a lecture in a series of lectures 
of forty in an undergraduate course, or whatever… Once I’ve identified a particular lecture topic, I then sit 
down with a piece of yellow lined paper, just to be concrete, and try to make a list of the specific themes that 
I want the lecture to contain.  I try to decide, insofar as I can in this preliminary way, what my point of view 
will be, from what perspective, what avenue of entry will I take into the material, from what perspective will 
I choose to view it, acknowledging, of course, that there are usually many different ways to look at any given 
topic in any realm of knowledge, be it history or physics or chemistry or economics or what have you.   
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I try as best I can – this is probably the single most important part of the preparatory exercise – I try as best 
I… as I can in this early stage of thinking about the topic to anticipate my conclusion.  The conclusion is, 
after all, just what it’s described…is described as:  the point toward which you’re trying to build.  It is the 
end point, the end product, of the lecture.  It is the single most important destination, or work product, you 
might say, of the lecture exercise.  So I try to think of these things early on as I conceptualize the 
presentation.  What are the major themes that should be in it?  What will be my principal point of view?  And 
what will be the conclusion that I’m trying to reach?  In fact, to repeat, as best I can, I try to begin at the end.  
I try to think first of the conclusion.  That’s the first most specific… specific and concrete thing that I set 
down on paper generally is what is the conclusion I’m trying to reach.   
 
Part 5 
 
I’m now ready for the next step, which is research.  I’ve got a bare-bones outline.  I think I’ve got a gross 
outline of what I want to say.  It’s a fatal error to think you can depend on that outline alone as the basic 
template and platform of your remarks.  You’ll find yourself gasifying and bloviating in all sorts of ways that 
will be inappropriate if your let your preparations stop at that point.  You need to do some very basic 
research about the particular topic.  Now, different kinds of research may come more-or-less easily to you, 
depending on your degree of familiarity with the subject, but the research element is indispensable.   
 
At this point now, as we’re progressing through this process of preparation, you know the occasion, you have 
some idea of the context, both intellectual and human, of the moment when you actually have to stand and 
deliver.  You know something about your audience, presumably.  You’ve thought through and identified the 
basic themes of your presentation.  You have a rough outline.  You know the conclusion you want to reach.  
Now is the time in the research process to flush out that outline, to add specific data, to find visual materials, 
to find the kind of memorable quoted remarks, perhaps, or whatever kind of illustrative material that will 
help you.   
 
And now you’re ready at this point, having done this much effort and done the research, to actually compose 
your lecture.  To be even more specific, in my own case I usually make up a sheet that has what I call 
elements or themes.  I just list all kinds of things that I would like ideally to see in this lecture.  Then I make 
up an outline, which is a kind of a refining process in which some of the themes and elements are discarded 
because I judge them to be superfluous or tangential.  Again, it’s a fatal error to try to cram too much into 
your presentation as I will… a point I will return to in a moment.  And then, finally, once I have the outline, I 
try to make up a little catalog of illustrative material that will help to communicate the points that I am trying 
to make. 
 
Part 6 
 
Alright, as you can… If you’re following this outline through, you’ll see now we’re down to Delivery, the 
letter D.  And it is at this point that we’re about to leave the Lord behind.  You’re on your own once you’ve 
passed this process of preparation.  The day has arrived.  You are beyond God’s reach.  You have to stand 
and deliver.  The te diem part of this prayer is over.  All that’s left is that lingering imprecation, “Am I 
scared.” 
 
But, if, in fact, you’ve done the part of the process up to this point well, if your preparation has been 
thorough, you’ve had… allowed yourself the time to do it, in fact you won’t be scared.  There’s not better 
prophylaxis against jitters on the platform than being properly prepared.  If you know your subject, know the 
outline of the remarks you’re going to make, know the destination you’re going to arrive at, are confident 
that you’ve found a handful of examples and illustrations and so on that will make your points, there’s 
absolutely no reason to lack confidence when you have to stand and make your remarks to whatever the 
audience is.  Preparation is the best, I dare say nearly foolproof prophylaxis against stage fright, which is 
why actors and actresses rehearse, after all.  You should do the same.  Not only rehearse on paper, but 
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especially if you’re just beginning in this business that you’ll be with for a long period of your life, rehearse 
in front of a mirror, rehearse into a tape recorder.  Get an idea of what you look like and sound like to others.  
But the preparatory process is absolutely crucial to delivering you onto the platform in a way that doesn’t 
betray the nervousness that you will nevertheless feel, that won’t be manifested. 
 
Part 7 
 
Alright, you’re now standing on the platform, and we’re into the A, or “am,” as in “am I scared” part of this 
progression.  And we come to the, again apparently trivial but I think rather consequential, point of 
appearance.  What do you look like up there?  Now this is a matter on which to a certain degree we don’t 
have much choice.  We look like whatever we look like.  And we can only do…we can only work with the 
material that the good Lord gave us.  On the other hand, there’s a certain scope for tinkering at the edges with 
the way we present ourselves to the world, and I am… will be the first to concede on this matter of 
appearance that there is a lot of scope here for differences in taste, in how you actually want to present 
yourself to the world on an occasion like this.   
 
In my own particular case, I’ve long been conscious of the fact that my family was in this country for over a 
century and five generations before anybody had the right to wear a tie to work.  So I’ve…ever since I started 
out, I’ve always just had the habit of wearing a tie when I go to work, including when I’m lecturing.  Not on 
every single occasion perhaps, but certainly that’s the… that’s my own default option.  That’s just something 
that comes out of my autobiography, and my particular approach.   
 
I don’t think there’s any rule that says you have to dress in a certain way, but I do think it’s important to be 
conscious of the fact that your appearance is an important factor in how your audience receives what you’re 
trying to say.  I do think it’s inappropriate, by and large, to be flamboyant, excessively flamboyant, or 
excessively slovenly.  I think your body language, including your dress, does communicate something.  And 
I think you at least need to give it a few passing moments’ thought about actually what your physical and 
oral appearance is going to be on the platform. 
 
Part 8 
 
Closely related to this is manner, closely related to the gross fact of physical appearance.  There are a number 
of different ways, I believe, that I could say what I believe to be the preferred manner that successful 
lecturers have on the platform.  I could say, for example, that the preferred model is to be authoritative 
without being authoritarian, to be commanding – command of the subject matter – without being 
condescending, to strike a conversational tone without being casual.  These are all ways of saying that I think 
you need to keep in mind why your audience is there, why have they come to listen to you.   
 
You need to put yourself into an empathic relationship in anticipation with your audience.  Why have they 
come?  They haven’t come to hear someone wallow in the same level of ignorance that they possess about 
the subject.  They haven’t come to see you display how nervous and God-awfully wretched you are to be in 
this situation. They’ve come to see someone who presumably knows more about the subject than they do, 
and has enough confidence to get up and talk about it, and conveys that sense of confidence, as well as 
conveying substantive knowledge about the topic at hand. 
 
So your manner needs to have, I think, some of these aspects to it.  But again, too much of this runs the 
danger of appearing to speak ex cathedra, to be looking down your nose at the audience, to presume that 
you’re infinitely and eternally superior to them in this domain of knowledge.  Those would all be mistakes, 
too.  But again, your manner, in a manner of confident knowledge, I think, is the ideal. 
 
Along those lines, I think it is a classic, actually textbook example of a kind of mistake that many beginning 
lecturers in particular fall into, something I believe personally you never want to do, particularly at the 
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beginning of a lecture, is apologize.  There may be all kinds of reasons why you feel apologetic: because you 
haven’t had the time to prepare, because you’re distracted, there’s a sick child at home or a sick partner or 
spouse or what have you.  Your mind isn’t on the subject and you want to let your audience know to invite 
their sympathy with you.  This is a bad idea.  You don’t want to begin by striking a note that’s telling the 
audience, in effect, “You’ve made a big mistake coming to listen to me today, because actually my mind 
isn’t on the subject and I haven’t prepared and I’d rather be someplace else and I don’t know any more about 
it than you do.”  Those aren’t the reasons why you came into the room to hear the lecture in the first place.  
So beginning with that apology, trying to invite the sympathy of your audience with your nervous condition 
by reason of an apology, by way of an apology, I think, is a very bad tactical error.  People have come to hear 
you because they think you’ve got something to say, not because that they think you’re a fellow traveler 
through this veil of tears.  That goes without saying. 
 
Part 9 
 
Again, you’re up there in front of all this world that’s looking at you, and you have to control all kinds of 
aspects of your manner: your appearance, all your limbs, which are capable of movement…  If you’re doing 
this, as people will increasingly be doing, in front of the electronic eye, which is present in this room, that 
imposes its own discipline on how much you can move around, whether you can move out of the frame of 
the picture or not.  You need to be conscious of these things.  It’s part of being conscious of the occasion and 
the context and the format. 
21:06 
When I was a high school student, we had a teacher at a… the Jesuit boys’ school that I attended in Seattle 
who was about… In our eyes he was about eight foot six, but I think he was actually about six foot five; he 
was tall enough.  And he was willow thin.  And he taught, being a priest as he was, in a cassock with a 
cincture, or a belt, around his waste.  Except that he was so tall the cincture was… looked to us like it was 
around his knees or something.  And he was a marvelous lecturer, and he taught classical history, and he 
taught in the lecture format on occasion.  He was absolutely wonderful.  He was deeply knowledgeable.  We 
all respected him.  But he had a tic when he got up to lecture.  He continuously rose up onto his toes and 
stuck his two hands in his cincture and tugged it further down, so that by the end of the lecture it was indeed 
just about around his knees.  Now despite all of our fourteen-year-old interest in classical Roman and Greek 
history, and despite the great regard we had for him, and despite his accomplished mastery of the lecturer’s 
style, we developed a practice over the weeks and months and years that we dealt with Father Coughlin of 
forming a pool every day on how many times he would hike his cincture down and exactly at what estimated 
level above the floor it would be by the end of the lecture.  And because all of us had money riding on this 
pool, or trivial amounts of money you might think, but in our teenage days back in the 1950s this was 
thought to be pretty big potatoes, we got so absorbed in the pool and in observing and counting the number 
of times the hands went into the cincture and so on and so forth, that we lost all track of whether it was 
Darius in Persia or Xerxes or what have you.  You can see by the way I make these references how little I 
learned! 
 
It’s a very easy habit to fall into: to develop a nervous tic.  This serves some deep psychological purpose for 
you, but indeed is distracting for your auditors and your audience.  See, it’s another thing to be conscious of, 
is to avoid these kinds of distractions from your basic mission, which is to communicate some body of 
knowledge or thought or inspiration or what have you to those who have come to listen to you. 
 
Part 10 
 
Now all of this about appearance and manner, I think, in the end boils down to a very simple formula. You 
want to be yourself on the platform.  You don’t want to… This is not a performance in the sense of a stage 
presentation.  You want to be yourself, but you want to be your best prepared, best informed and, if I could 
put it this way, most professional self.  You don’t want to be the same self that rants to your family over the 
dinner table, which I fall into the habit of doing quite frequently.  You want to be your best professional self, 
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speaking authoritatively about a subject that you’ve been trained to know about and to communicate to 
others. 
 
Alright, we come now to the introduction, which I think along with the conclusion… The introduction and 
the conclusion are assuredly the two most important parts of the actual oral presentation.  The old saying 
goes, “You only get one chance to make a first impression.”  That’s true in life generally, but it’s also true 
about any particular lecturing occasion.   
 
The introduction is the moment when you can signal to your listeners what the subject is.  It’s your best 
opportunity to put your remarks into a context, to put a framework around what you’re intending to do, to 
announce your basic argument, and to establish, if you can, your destination, where you’re trying to go in 
these remarks.   
 
There’s an old chestnut that covers this basic part of the matter.  It’s a chestnut that’s survived over all these 
years because I think it contains substantial truth.  It goes like this: Tell them what you’re going to say.  Say 
it.  Tell them what you said.  That is the… the single most serviceable one- or two- or three-sentence axiom 
for devising a successful lecture in any kind of setting, I think, that I have known. 
 
Part 11 
 
Alright, you’ve now made your introduction and you’re launched into the body of your lecture.  And here we 
come to the letter S, which signifies simple.  Theodore Roosevelt once remarked, speaking of political 
speeches, platform political speeches…He said, “The most successful political speech is not a portrait, but a 
cartoon.”  That’s a very, very good rule to follow.  A spoken lecture is not an appropriate format for a finely 
textured, nuanced treatment of the material at hand.   
 
The most successful lectures, I think, have a handful of salient points, about as many as can be encompassed 
in this pneumonic, and no more.  In fact, this is rather a large number.   
 
I would say my standard practice in an undergraduate lecture, at any level, is to contain… have a lecture 
contain no more than three or four principal points.  That’s about as much, I think, as you can reasonably 
hope to develop, at least dealing with subject matter of the kind that I deal with in the field of American 
history.  It’s about as much as you can reasonably hope to develop and leave lastingly in the minds of your 
listeners in the typical academic fifty-minute slot that you have available.   
 
Don’t overdo the data.  If you’re using quoted material, keep the quotes short.  When you stop and read a 
quote in the middle of an oral presentation such as this one, you will notice – I’m not going to do it, so you 
won’t notice on this occasion, but you’ll notice if you hear it on other occasions – reading a printed quote in 
the middle of a presentation like this palpably, audibly changes the tone of the presentation.   
 
Reading a printed quote in the middle of a presentation like this palpably, audibly changes the tone of the 
presentation. Why?  Because, chances are, that the quoted material you’re offering comes out of the written 
medium.  You’re quoting something from a written text.  You’re not communicating through writing at this 
moment.  You’re communicating orally, through speech.  They are two different mediums, two entirely 
different mediums.  They don’t serve the same purpose.   
 
It is… Which is why, for example, to make this point even more specific, I never write out a lecture in a 
verbatim text.  Some people do.  Ronald Reagan did.  If nothing else, Ronald Reagan was a… an effective 
deliverer of a lecture-like speech.  The people who can convert that printed text in the page in front of them 
into an effective oral communication, I think, are very few.  For me, it’s always worked better to have an 
outline in front of me, some kind of notes, so if my mind wanders I can at least get back, but not to speak 
from a verbatim text.   
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Part 12 
 
Next point: clarity.  You want to be clear.  Again, you want to remember this is an oral medium.  Now the 
demands of clarity are higher, I think, than they are on the printed page.  A reader can always go back, and 
look at the prior page, look at the footnotes, anticipate, look at the epilogue or the conclusion.  Your listeners 
can’t do that.  It’s harder to listen to an argument than it is to read about it.  And you have to take that into 
account, not only in the architecture of your presentation, in keeping it simple and confined to relatively few 
points, but also in the way you present.  It’s important, I think, in this regard to have mileposts along the 
way, very visible mileposts of this sort, so that your audience understands where you are at any given point 
in the progression of your presentation.  It’s good to have mnemonics like this one, I think, as a way of 
giving people a framework for understanding, so that if they look out the window or their attention wanders, 
they can come back and still be with you.  The kind of thing that the printed text does in and of itself, you 
might say, you have to supply yourself in the oral medium with these kinds of reminders and signposts. 
 
You need, I think, as well, to progress to the next lecture, an accordion.  Now what do I mean by an 
accordion?  By an accordion, I mean, simply, that you need to have a little extra illustrative material and 
illustrations and anecdotes to hand that you can use if you find you’re not filling the hour in question, or that 
you can delete if you find you get interrupted by the cameraman and you lose a few seconds of your 
anticipated fifty-minute hour.  There needs to be some flexibility in there, particularly if you’re following my 
advice and speaking from not a verbatim prepared word-for-word text, but from an outline, because chances 
are something will occur to you along the way that didn’t occur to you back there in your study chamber 
when you were preparing these remarks, and you want to add it.  If you add something, you probably have to 
delete something somewhere else, so you have to have a little bit of flexibility in there, an accordion made up 
of some kind of superfluous material that you can leave out if need be if something else occurs to you, or if, 
as frequently happens – hasn’t happened here yet – you get interrupted by a question.   
 
Part 13 
 
Repetition. Reiteration.  Pleonasm. Being periphrastic and redundant.  Offering yourself as a representative 
of the department of redundancy department.  It’s good.  Why is it good?  Because…For the same reason you 
want to be simple and clear.  Because you’re dealing in an oral medium.  It’s not a written medium.  The way 
you can signpost your argument, the way you can keep people in the framework of your argument is to 
repeat yourself.  In fact, I’ve seen studies of classroom teaching in which the… one of the first and most 
reliable signs of whether a teacher is effective – by all kinds of measurements, crude but simple 
measurements – is how often that teacher says the word “like.”  And I don’t mean the way they say it down 
in the valley.  An effective teacher will say, “This situation is like Aristotle’s argument in the Poetics, or it’s 
like Boethius’ argument, or it’s like John Rawl’s argument.  An effective teacher will repeat the basic point 
in several different registers and pitches, with several different references.  The point is essentially the same.  
That repetition enhances the oral form of the presentation. It also does something else.  It acknowledges that 
out there in your audience are people with a lot of different cognitive channels.  Not everybody hears the 
same way or learns the same way or assimilates material in the same way, and the more repeated examples of 
a slightly different sort that you give, the more, as it were, surfaces on this body of knowledge that you’re 
offering are available for interaction with your listeners.  The chances are, you will reach more people out 
there if you acknowledge that they learn differently and hear you differently.  So repetition, redundancy is a 
good thing in an oral presentation.  It’s deadly in print.  It’s another one of these rules of presentation that 
doesn’t translate in the print from the oral medium easily.  But in the spoken medium, I think it is perfectly 
appropriate to say things over and over again, and to say them differently.  
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Part 14 
 
Alright, finally, you come to… or almost finally…you come to the end.  This is the point to which you’ve 
been building.  Along with the introduction, as I said a moment ago, it is the other absolutely crucial element 
of the lecture.  Ideally, you want to make the ending punchy and memorable and concrete.   
 
You want to be sure you’ve played that accordion that you’ve equipped yourself with sufficiently well that 
you’ve left yourself time enough at the end to actually execute the conclusion of the lecture.  And ideally, 
again, you want to end at the beginning.  You want to close the circle of the presentation.  You want to refer 
back to your introduction.   
 
If you’re successful, I think you have done, at this point, three things.  First of all, you’ve imparted some 
useful information.  Secondly, you have guided your auditors into some future, we hope, long-term 
engagement with the subject that’s so dear to your heart that you’ve subjected yourself to the experience of 
talking about it.  And thirdly, you’ve left some food for thought on the table.  You haven’t presented such a 
completely closed circle of knowledge and data that there is no purchase on it other than simply to ingest it.  
You’ve left some food for thought on the table that people can take away and chew on.  That, I think, is 
the… essentially the measure of a successful lecture. 
 
Finally, D, done.  Exclamation point.  When you’re done, you’re done.  Don’t start adding any final thoughts 
or second thoughts.  Don’t confuse the picture.  You’ve constructed this whole lecture, after all, to build to 
this conclusion that you’ve now so artfully rendered.  When you’re done, say a prayer of thanks and quit. 
 
 
 
 
Lecture 5 
The History of Slavery 
 
Part 1 
 
How, as a historian in the modern world, do you understand something which is just fundamentally alien to 
our own experience? Historians regularly do this kind of thing.  Pretty much any other society you study 
presents you at least partially with this problem.  But with a problem of an institution like slavery, it puts it, 
kind of, right in your face in a way which, say, studying, 17th-century Prussian military maneuvers, say, 
wouldn’t really confront you with quite such stark moral issues.  Slavery pushes you to confront a society run 
on principles which we just condemn as evil.  Things which we can say, “This is evil and unacceptable.”  
And yet, this is the way people lived their everyday life. 
 
Now, when you’re thinking about these sorts of things, it’s relatively easy, I think, to conceptualize, get an 
idea of what’s it’s like for slaves, to sort of imagine yourself into the plight of the slaves, the victims of this 
inexplicable violence. These sort of crazy people come out of nowhere set fire to you and whip you and 
things… I mean, not completely easy to imagine that, but you can sort of imagine being on the receiving end 
of this kind of thing.   
 
What I think is much harder for the historian is to imagine what it would be like to be a slave owner, to be in 
a situation where you seriously thought this was perfectly okay, and in many cases, not just okay, but 
actually a very, very good idea.  The world was a rightfully ordered place if you got to go out and whip these 
people, imprison people, all this kind of stuff.   
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Now, I think this is an important set of issues for historians to think about, largely because thinking about 
these sorts of issues, I think, involves you in trying to understand some of the most fundamental values and 
issues in our own world.  Our world… a lot of values which we, I hope, kind of have internalized about basic 
levels of respect for other people, the idea that you…there are no people anywhere in the world that you can 
just go around treating like this.   
 
This is, in fact, historically a very unusual situation: to believe there are no people that fall into the category 
of enslavable people.  I think it’s very important for us to understand why we think that way, why most of the 
rest of the world through the rest of history hasn’t thought that way.   
 
And it’s hard to imagine waking up as a slave owner and going out and, and not necessarily doing what 
Souther did, but just having gangs of slaves working for you.  Yet thousands of people did it every day all 
over the world in lots of different periods.  Are they simply wicked?  I mean, that would be one explanation.  
The bulk of the population of the world through most of human history has just been bad people, and that’s 
the end of the story.  Obviously, that’s not a very sophisticated historical explanation.   
 
Most of the people owning slaves in 19th-century America didn’t think of themselves as wicked.  In many 
ways, I’m sure they’re very good people, did all kinds of good things.  So it would be very simplistic, 
obviously, just to say, “Ah, bad people… All humans up to relatively recently – awful people you wouldn’t 
want to hang out with.”  So it’s got to be a little more to it than that. 
 
Part 2 
 
I’m an ancient historian by profession.  Ancient historians tend to be very concerned with slavery.  Slavery 
was a major institution in both the Greek and the Roman worlds.  In classical Athens – the fifth and the 
fourth centuries B.C. – probably about a quarter or a third of the total population is slaves brought in from 
outside the community to work for individual slave owners.  And that population, proportion …that’s 
roughly comparable with what you get in the U.S. South in the beginning of the nineteenth century.  About a 
quarter or maybe a third of the population in some areas are slaves. So slavery is essential fact of life in the 
ancient worlds.  You could get up in the morning, you go out in the streets of Athens, you are going to bump 
into slaves pretty soon.  And a couple of ancient Athenian authors get very annoyed because they are very 
upset that you can’t tell slaves from poor citizens.  They say, “Everybody dresses the same.  They all look 
like slaves. It’s just disgusting here.  We should have some proper rules and regulations in the city.” Slaves 
are everywhere.  Basic fact of life that everybody just takes for granted. 
 
Now the evidence surviving from ancient Greece is relatively poor.  I mean, there’s a reasonable amount of 
it, but it’s relatively poor compared to modern historical periods.  So ancient historians tend to be very 
interested in comparative history and looking at other periods, like, say, the institution of slavery in the U.S. 
South, where there’s massively more documentation, and saying, “Can we construct general models about 
slavery, some general principles that we can use, and then take these general principles and use them to 
understand our particular historical case?”  So basically, you know, say, “Can we generalize about slavery 
and then use it to fill in the gaps in the evidence we’ve got for our particular case?”  And ancient historians 
have been very active in this kind of general comparative history writing.  And what ancient historians have 
tended to find, very often, is that although building these general models is normally, like, one step in our 
process toward saying all about the ancient world, often the general models themselves are kind of more 
interesting than coming up with specific conclusions about the ancient worlds.  So ancient historians have 
been very active in talking about slavery in general historical terms, and that’s kind of what I want to do 
today. 
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Part 3 
 
Well, this course I taught last spring quarter,… This compared four different slave-holding societies, to look 
for generalities, or, you know, maybe we should conclude the fact that there are no generalizations you can 
legitimately make.  We looked at Athens in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.  We looked and Rome and 
Italy, particularly in the second and first centuries B.C.  We looked at the American South in the seventeenth 
through nineteenth centuries, A.D. of course.  And then we also looked at West African in the same period, 
where most of the American are coming from, but a place which also developed slavery on a large scale back 
within Africa, and sort of along side the slave exports.   
 
I chose these four cases partly for ease of access to source material.  It was relatively easy to get a hold of 
stuff that students could read for these classes.  Partly because these societies share certain features, but also 
very different in certain ways, which is also very important if you want to do any kind of comparative 
analysis.  No point having comparative cases that are basically the same as each other.  And also, of course, 
things I knew about.   
 
There are all kinds of interesting slave societies we could have talked about, but we didn’t actually know 
anything, and that would have been a bit of a problem in the classroom.  So four rather different cases here, 
from which we tried to talk about the sort issues I’ve already been mentioning, about: How does the system 
work?  What is it like to live in a world like this?  
 
Well, there’s been a lot of excellent comparative work on slavery, putting together, you know, information 
from all over the world from different periods. One historian who’s probably done more than anyone else in 
this area was an ancient Greek historian named Moses Finley.  Very, very active writing about slavery from 
about the late 1950s through to the early 1980s.  He died in the middle of the 1980s.  
 
Finley was an economic and social historian by interests.   What Finley did which was kind of important and 
made a big change from what comparative historians had done before was  Finley said we’ve got to break 
down different kinds of societies which owned slaves.  Otherwise, we’re not going to understand what was 
going on.  He said we’ve got to draw a distinction between, on the one hand, what he called “true slave 
societies” and, on the other hand, what he called “slave-owning societies”.   
 
He said a true slave society is a very rare thing.  A slave-owning society is historically a very common thing.  
Now, what he meant by this distinction… He said there are… there is a relatively small number of societies 
in the history of the world where slavery took on a vital economic function within the overall system, such 
that if you went there and removed the slaves from that society, it would cause revolutionary changes in that 
society.  Whereas there are lots of societies, he said, where some people owned slaves, but if you went in and 
took the slaves out, it really wouldn’t make that much difference.  The slaves don’t actually do a whole lot in 
terms of the functioning of the whole society. 
 
Part 4 
 
Rome and Italy would be, like, a classic case of a slave… a true slave society for Moses Finley.  What 
happened in Rome and Italy in the second and first centuries B.C. was that the population of the City of 
Rome itself grew to be about a million people, which made it an absolute “super city” in the ancient world, 
probably the biggest city in the world in the first century B.C.   
 
Now, any sort of city, obviously… You have a city, the fundamental problem is feeding the people in the 
city.  The bulk of them are not going to be growing their own food or anything.  You’ve got to feed the 
people in the city.   
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It was only possible for Rome to grow to be this big because along with the urban growth, a social process 
going on at the same time, rich Romans drove the poor farmers off the land of Italy.  They kind of gobbled 
up enormous stretches of land in Italy, and put slaves on this land instead of free peasant farmers.  The slaves 
could be driven a lot harder than farmers.  The slaves weren’t sort of soaking up as much of the production 
themselves, for their own, you know, their own free lifestyles.  So by putting slaves on the land, rich people 
could generate enormous agricultural surpluses, which you could then sell on the urban market in Rome and 
make enormous profits.   
 
The urban market gets to be so big because these rich guys are driving the poor off the land and they go to 
the City of Rome.  So it’s kind of a circular process, everything reinforcing everything else.  The 
population… slave population in Italy grew very, very rapidly.  Probably by the time Julius Caesar, like in 
the 50s and 40s B.C., there’s probably a couple million slaves in Italy out of a total population of maybe four 
million.   
 
So this is a situation where if you’d somehow come in and gotten all the slaves out of Italy, the whole of 
Italian society would have collapsed.  Like, say, if… if Spartacus’ rebellion – 73 to 71 B.C. – if he had 
actually succeeded instead of ending up being captured and crucified, Italy would have been transformed 
overnight by the freeing of all the slaves.  The urban population of Rome couldn’t have eaten anymore.  The 
rich would have lost control over all this land.  There would have just been a total radical transformation of 
society.  That’s what makes Rome and Italy a true slave society.  There’s relatively few of those in recorded 
history. 
 
Part 5 
 
Now, Finley… Finley’s big interest in this was to say, well, “How does this happen?  How do you get these 
true slave societies on this massive scale?”  And item number six on my handout is his summary of what he 
sees as basically three historical conditions that need to coincide to make this happen. He said, “The first, in 
a world that was overwhelmingly agrarian, is private ownership of land, with sufficient concentration in 
some hands to need extra-familial labor for the permanent workforce.”  That is, some people have got 
enough land that you’ve got to have year-round labor from outside your family to work this land and make 
your profits from.  Second thing… He says, “The second is the sufficient development of commodity 
production in markets.  For the present discussion, it doesn’t matter whether the market is a distant one… a 
distant export market in the popular sense or a nearby urban center. The third,” he says, “is a negative 
condition.”  This was actually the one Finley was most interested in.  “The unavailability of an internal labor 
supply, compelling the employers of labor to turn to outsiders.”  So Finley basically says if you get a 
situation like you often have in the history of the world where there’s private ownership, lots of land in a few 
hands, you’ve got some kind of market system in place so that you can sell the produce off your land, like, 
say, the City of Rome.  If you’re a rich person in this situation, you don’t want to go out and push a plow 
around yourself all day.  That’s no fun.  You want to spend the profits of this game instead of actually 
generating them, so you’ve got to have somebody to work for you.  The obvious thing to do is to… just to go 
out and get some guys to work the land for you.  In the modern world, of course, you would go out and hire 
wage laborers, would be the obvious solution.  In the ancient world, and, in fact, most periods up until very 
recently, wage labor, for all kinds of different reasons, just never really gets established as a major way for 
people to earn their living.  For the ancient Romans, say, in the Italian case I just mentioned, it simply wasn’t 
feasible for them to think, “We can get these peasant farmers to work for us as sharecroppers or wage 
laborers or whatever.”  For all kinds of political reasons, in particular, that just wasn’t going to fly.  So if 
these people, the rich people owning the land, want to capitalize on it, they have to find somebody else to do 
the work.  And Finley suggested that that kind of situation, when all these flow together, all these historical 
forces, that’s when you’re going to get massive slavery.  It’s in the interest of an elite to go out and get these 
slaves.   
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Part 6 
 
Finley’s work is very important, suggesting these economic and social parameters for what’s going on, but a 
generation or so later, to most historians nowadays, what he was doing seems to raise as many questions as it 
solves.  And particularly, obvious one that I began with, which is: What makes slavery a thinkable thing to 
do?   
 
I think in the modern world if you had a problem getting enough wage labor to work for you, your first 
instinct wouldn’t be, “Oh, yeah, I’ll go to Africa and buy a bunch of people.”  That would not be the first 
thing you thought of. Whereas, to the Virginians, that was the first thing they thought of.  Try to explain why 
that’s the thing you think of, why that seems a reasonable thing to do.  That involves, making a turn, really, 
away from the economical and social questions towards cultural history, toward, really, questions about 
notions of the person, structure of community.  What makes this seem like a reasonable thing to do, to say 
that some people are enslavable? 
 
Part 7 
 
Well, in the course of teaching this course I was talking about on slavery, halfway through the course, we 
had a visit last year of a very prominent anthropologist from the University of Chicago, Marshal Sahlins who 
actually – hadn’t occurred to me until this morning – the lecture he gave was in this room.  He stood right in 
this spot, and so I’ll go on about what he was talking about.   
 
In preparation for his visit, I looked back at some of the things he had published before.  In one of them, a 
very well known book he wrote called Stone Age Economics, I came across the diagram I put in my handout 
as number nine.  Sahlins produced this diagram, actually, for something completely different.  He was 
talking about exchange patterns and trading networks in very simple societies.  But it occurred to me looking 
at this, this kind of sums up some of the ideas we’re talking about here.   
 
In any society, you’ve got a kind of inner core, an inner group around any person, within which you feel, 
what Sahlins called, reciprocity; it’s a normal way to transact relationships.  Like, say, you know, within 
your own home, if you’ve got kids, if you…you get up in the morning and offer to sell breakfast to your 
children, people would not approve of that.  That would be considered a breach of normal behavior.   
 
That would be considered a breach of normal behavior.  Whereas, say, if somebody comes down the road 
looking hungry, you might offer to sell them breakfast.  You probably wouldn’t.  I mean, that would be kind 
of dubious, but it’s nowhere near as bad as selling breakfast to your children or your aged grandparents or 
whatever.  And, of course, in our society, you can set up as a bed-and-breakfast and sell breakfast to anybody 
you want, and we think that’s perfectly okay.   
 
All societies seem to draw these concentric circles, in the Sahlins diagram, around the individual.  There’ll be 
an inner core of people who you cannot transact with in any kind of commercial way.  And then there’ll be a 
slightly broader group – what in his diagram he calls “the lineage sector,” for what he’s talking about, but 
people that you’re not going to have to relate to in quite such an equal and fair way.  But you’re still going to 
be fairly decent to them.  And it’ll go on, gradually getting more and more circles, sort of degrees of kinship, 
or whatever it might be, until finally, in most societies you reach a point where you get to people who you 
can do whatever you want to these people.  They are so different.   
 
Now, in most societies throughout history, you finally get to a point where you have “enslavables” out there: 
people who are so low, so different from you, you can really do whatever you want to them.  Now this, 
again,…this is rather different from the way we tend to view the world, but I think it’s a useful way to 
understand some of what’s going on here in the thought of slave owners.   
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Part 8 
 
The general conclusion we reached in this course I was teaching is that slavery is a function in large part of 
the sense of community and what’s shared among its members.  The more you think you share with the 
people you live with, the less likely it is you’re going to feel you can grind them down to extremes of 
degradation and exploitation.  Large scale slavery is, in part, a response to a strong sense of community 
within a given economic or social situation.  So it’s kind of a great paradox.  A lot of the great comparative 
historians have drawn attention to this.  The more human we are within the group that we define, whether we 
use race or religion or whatever to define it, the less human people outside it are.  Well, Moses Finley said 
one of the great paradoxes in Greek history, he said, is the advance hand in hand of freedom and slavery.  As 
Greeks came to think of themselves as more and more equal and free, outsiders were more and more 
enslavable.  Being a slave owner wouldn’t make you wicked in your own eyes, even if you think slavery is 
bad, if you believe this kind of stuff.   
 
On my handout, the last passage, number eleven: It’s comments from a slave…former slave owner in 
Tennessee in 1866 discussing emancipation.  He says, “Although the pecuniary loss is great, I feel no regret 
that it resulted so.  For the institution, I never had a fondness, nor could I advocate to them any other ground 
than that slavery was the best fate for them.  We shall see whether I was correct in this.  I found the 
institution here when I came upon the stage of life.  I have bought many and sold few.  Never bought one but 
that I thought I had bettered his or her condition, and most of those I had bought, I had done so at their own 
request.”  Mr. Bills’ English is a little sloppy.  “May they do better of themselves is the only wish I have, but 
fear the results.”  And Bills is a really interesting guy. Very interesting sort of passage there altogether.  Bills 
obviously believed he was doing a good thing for the slaves, really the only possible thing for them.  He 
found the institution there.  He’s not a bad man.  It was there when he was born. He continued with it. He 
tried to make the lives of his slaves as good as possible. Evil is not so evil when you do it this way.  It’s what 
the philosopher, all kinds of different things, Hannah Arendt in a book called Eichmann in Jerusalem… It’s 
what Arendt called the banality of evil.  She was looking at the functionaries in the Nazi system, the guys 
who signed these work orders, shipped thousands and thousands of people off to death in the gas chambers 
and went home to their wives and families in the evening.  They were probably very nice people.  And yet 
they signed these orders.  “How can they do this?” says Arendt.  And her conclusion is they make people 
banal.  It’s a routinized, bureaucratized kind of thing.  And that, in a sense, is what we see in the institution of 
slavery in just about every context. 
 
Now, I could go on all day about this.  I did go on for ten weeks, so I could go on all day about this.  I won’t, 
though. I need to rap this up now.  The last thing I want to mention, though, is, of course, the mention of the 
Nazi system in the 1930s does, of course, bring to mind the bizarre events going on in that period: an abrupt 
switch from the very, very liberal Weimar Republic to the conversion of Jews to something really very like 
what we think of as slavery.  Don’t really have time to go into that in a lot of detail.  But that, I think, is one 
of the alarming things about the history of slavery.  We tend to think it’s gone away forever.  The 
assumptions on which it rests, though, never really go away. 
 
 
 
 
Lecture 6 
The Geology of Volcanoes 
 
Part 1 
 
Well, I’m pleased to be here today to actually get to talk about my scientific love, which is volcanoes, rather 
than university administrative things.  And let me just start with kind of setting the stage for what controls 
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volcanic hazards in the United States.  I’m going to talk about volcanic hazards in general, but especially I’m 
going to focus on those that are in the United States because you’re more likely to run across the volcanoes 
there. 
 
Well, we need to just get a couple of terms if you haven’t had a geology course before.  As I said, magma is 
just molten rock and it usually has gasses dissolved in it.  And those gasses are dominantly water and CO2, 
but there’s also a little bit of sulfur gas, and that’s what gives volcanoes their characteristic smell.  It’s the 
H2S that’s kind of that rotten egg smell.  The other sulfur gas is SO2, and that one you don’t really smell, but 
if you inhale it, you kind of go huhh!, because basically that SO2 reacts with the water in lungs to form 
sulfuric acid and it doesn’t feel very good. 
 
Now, most kinds of volcanic eruptions are powered essentially by the expansion of that gas that was initially 
dissolved in the magma at depth coming out of solution.  So it’s essentially the same thing as if I took a 
bottle of champagne, or a coke bottle, where once you’ve got the lid on, you keep the pressure on, and the 
CO2 gas is in solution.  You pop the top off, the CO2 gas comes out of solution, forming bubbles because of 
the lower pressure, and, of course, if you get enough of that and it happens vigorously enough, it comes out 
of the can or your bottle fairly explosively.    Well, it’s the same thing in magmas.  That’s what powers 
magmas to the surface.  It’s the gas coming out of solution, and that’s what makes volcanic eruptions 
explosive.  
 
There’s one other way I need to mention about how you can get volcanic explosions.  It doesn’t necessarily 
mean that new magma’s erupting on the surface of the earth, but in this case, they’re powered by the 
expansion of liquid water when water – whether it’s stream water, ground water, lake water – comes in 
contact with hot rock or with magma.  
It flashes to steam, and that volume expansion of about a factor of 24 from liquid water to steam blasts apart 
all of the rocks around it, so you can get eruptions simply by flashing water to steam and coming in contact 
with hot rocks.  And those are called hydrovolcanic because they’re essentially powered by water, rather than 
these magmatic ones which are higher temperature because they’re powered largely by volcanic gasses. 
 
Part 2 
 
Now, there’s four rock names you have to learn.  And I tell my students in Geology I, which I’m teaching 
this quarter, that there’s as much new vocabulary in a geology course…introductory geology course as there 
is in first quarter French.  And I do my best to keep it down, but you have to learn a few, and these are the 
four you’re going to have to learn today: rhyolite, dasite, andesite, and basalt.   
 
And basically these are just names for rocks of different composition, and based on their major element… 
the most abundant element, silica, SIO2, rhyolites have the most, basalts have the least.  And some of it plus 
the rest of it equals all of it, so it means that if basalts have less silica, they have room for all sorts of other 
things.  And it’s those other things – calcium, magnesium, titanium, iron – that give basalts their dark color 
and also make basalts much more fertile for plants that are growing on them, whereas rhyolites are not 
particularly fertile because plants don’t make much use of silica. And so, for example, that’s why rhyolites, if 
you go around on them, usually have rather scruffy little pine forests on them, whereas basalt flows, after a 
very short time, you can be growing pineapple or sugarcane or whatever, because they’re quite fertile. 
 
They have different eruption temperatures.  Basalts have higher temperatures.  And just like, whether honey 
or tar, things that are hotter are more fluid.  So basalts tend to be more fluid than rhyolites, but, in addition, 
there’s a compositional effect, and so the result is…is that rhyolites are about five orders of magnitude more 
viscous than basalts.  So basalts come out and they run along the ground – and you’ve probably seen pictures 
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of eruptions from Hawaii – almost looking like water.  Rhyolite lavas, when they erupt, would move so slow, 
they’d look much more like toothpaste being squeezed out of a tube. 
 
Now, they also have different water contents.  Basalts have hardly any: only a few tenths of a weight percent 
water.  Rhyolite can have six percent water.  Now why does this matter?  It’s because it’s the water that 
powers the volcanic eruption.  In other words, the more water there is to come out of solution when you 
release the pressure on the magma, the more volume expansion there is, so the more explosive it is.   
 
Now if you combine this with the fact that the magma’s more viscous, it means there’s more water to get out, 
but it’s having a harder time getting out of the rhyolite, and so the result is…is you can build up enormous 
pressures inside of the bubbles before they explode, and so rhyolite eruptions are extremely dangerous 
because they are so explosive.  You can stand near basalt eruptions and watch them.  You don’t stand near 
rhyolitic eruptions and watch them unless you want to peril your life.  So, rhyolites are much more explosive 
and so that means that, in general, they are the ones that are the most severe volcanic hazards. 
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